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BPL: Manassas, Virginia Pulls Plug 

T
he Manassas City Council in northern Virginia is saying
goodbye to BPL. The council is in the process of decid-
ing whether to abandon its broadband over power line

project now, or to let it die at the end of the city's fiscal year.
BPL was Manassas' attempt to bring the Internet into the

homes of every resident by providing low-cost broadband ser-
vice. Subscribers were told they could access the Internet
through the regular electrical outlets, but for a number of rea-
sons it never caught on with the public. First, the connection
proved to be slower than cable or DSL. It was expensive to
maintain and caused massive reception interference to those
using the spectrum it shared, including the Manassas ham radio
community, who were highly vocal in its opposition.

The result was that the project only garnered about 670 sub-
scribers while costing the city hundreds of thousands of dollars
in ongoing maintenance. It also faced a strong challenge from
Comcast cable, which claims the potential to serve the entire
city, and Verizon, which has rapidly been expanding its FIOS
service in the Manassas area. Now like a bad dream it will short-
ly be fading away. 

(InsideNoVa.com)

Restructuring: 60 Meter Operation in
Trinidad and Tobago

T
rinidad and Tobago may by now be permitting Amateur
Radio operation in a 200 kHz segment of the 60-meter
band. In a posting to the Digital Radio Yahoo group,

Julian Dedier, 9Z4FZ, notes that his license permits operation
from 5.250 to 5.450 MHz with 1.5 kilowatt maximum power
output. While amateur radio operation in this band would be a
welcome development, as yet no reference to the allocation
could be found in the frequency allocation table issued by the
Telecommunications Authority of Trinidad and Tobago.     

(Southgate)

India Expected to Expand 40 Meter
Ham Band

A
ccording to an email circulated by VU2JOS, hams in
India will soon have access to the spectrum from 7.0 to
7.1 MHz.  The email states that information coming

from official sources indicates that Indian amateur radio oper-
ators are being allocated an additional spectrum of 100 KHz on
the 40-meter band.

According to the VU2JOS note, this is in line with the rec-
ommendations at WRC-2007. Since then, shortwave broad-
casters in India have shifted their transmitting frequencies
beyond 7.2 KHz. In fact, in the region, only 7.190 MHz is still
in use by the Srilanka Broadcasting Corporation.

VU2JOS says that an official notification of the 40-meter
expansion is likely to be released soon. He also says that this is
not the first time that hams in his nation have had access to this
spectrum. He notes that Indian amateur radio operators were
allowed to operate between 7 to 7.1 MHz, with the allowance
of additional spectrum. 

(VU2MYH)

New Technician Question Pool to be
Released in January

T
he Question Pool Committee of the National
Conference of Volunteer Examiner Coordinators is due
to release the new Technician class question pool to the

14 VECs on December 1st. It will then be released to the pub-
lic in January 2010.

Each question pool for the three Amateur Radio license class-
es is reviewed on a four-year rotation. This new Technician
class pool will become effective on July 1, 2010. 

(NCVEC)

San Francisco Unlicensed Station Issued
$10,000 Notice of Apparent Liability

T
he owner of an unlicensed broadcast station in the San
Francisco Bay area has taken it off the air after being hit
with a proposed $10,000 fine from the FCC in August.

The Notice of Apparent Liability (NAL) was issued to Daniel
Roberts, the founder of unlicensed broadcast station Pirate Cat
Radio. The station’s website says the proposed fine effective-
ly ends Pirate Cat Radio's thirteen-year run as one of the Bay
Area's most consistent voices of protest against what it calls
corporate-run media monopolies.

Pirate Cat Radio will continue as an Internet-only station and
says that the majority of its listeners were already tuning in
online or via podcasts. No word on whether or not Roberts will
appeal the proposed fine. 

(Radio)

Harry Helms, W5HLH – Silent Key

A
sad changing of the guard in amateur radio, as we 
learn of the passing of noted personal radio author
Harry Helms, W5HLH, following a long fight 

against cancer.
Helms, the former AA6FW, was best known for his many

hobby radio related books, including the Handbook of Radio

Communications Servicing and Maintenance, the Handbook of

Home Security Electronics, the Shortwave Listening Guide book

and The Complete Guide to Hearing the World. He was also
the author of the book All about Ham Radio and had been a
monthly contributor to Popular Communications magazine.

Helms was only age 57 when he succumbed to the disease
at a hospice not far from his home in Fort Mill, South Carolina.
In his last blog entry dated August 28th, he noted that he was
now living just a few miles from the graves of his parents and
grandparents. He continued by saying that while it might sound
illogical, he found this comforting.

To quote W5HLH: “My journey began here, and it will soon
end here.”

Sadly for all of us, it did on Sunday, November 15th. Now
everyone involved in private radio is mourning the passing of
this gifted writer who contributed so much to every aspect of
the personal communications hobby.

Harry Helms, W5HLH, is survived by his wife, Di. 
(NZ4O, ARRL, others)
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ON ThE COvEr: The KI6SN OM portable antenna mast. 
It is inexpensive, lightweight, easy to carry and a quick study in geometry 
to get in the air. Story on page 18.
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A
h, January. We start a new year with clean slates, new reso-
lutions and good intentions.  I considered giving up making
resolutions because it seemed I rarely carried them through.

However, looking back, I realize resolutions that were the most
important to me have been achieved—but sometimes not during the
year allotted to the task.  

I got my Novice license in June of 1988, and after having read about
exotic locales in the ham magazines for a few years prior to getting
licensed, my 1989 New Year’s resolution was to go on a DXpedition.
I didn’t have the first clue what actually went into planning, packing
or operating a DXpedition, I just knew that I was going to do it. That
resolution wasn’t fulfilled until almost 20 years later in 2006, when I
went to Belize with members of the Texas DX Society. 

During 1989, I wanted to upgrade to Extra, but hated CW and was
having a very tough time learning it. Since code was a requirement,
I vowed on New Year’s 1990 to get to 20 WPM, upgrade and get a
2x1 callsign. I probably would have procrastinated for years, but the
FCC was getting to the end of the 2x1 calls for my section. That real-
ly lit a fire under me. I was going to get to 20 WPM and earn a 2x1,
even if it fried my brain and ears fell off! I did accomplish that res-
olution, just in the nick of time. Not only did I get one of the last 2x1
callsigns (WZ8C), but to my surprise once I stopped fighting it, the
brick wall that had kept me at 10 WPM tumbled down, and code
became a joy. I can literally say that it changed my life. Not only my
ham life, but my career path—I’m coordinating a successful
International Morse club and am the editor of a ham magazine. It’s
ironic, considering I detested code and fought it for so long!

They say to be careful what you wish for, because you just might
receive it. But, resolutions aren’t frivolous wishes, they are goals.
Webster defines a goal as “the result or achievement toward which
effort is directed.”  Boy that sounds like work doesn’t it?  It is! If
it isn’t worth working for, it isn’t worth having.  I urge you to make
a “ham resolution” this year—upgrade, learn about propagation,
antennas, assemble a kit, whatever. The resolution you make this
year may not be achieved during 2010, but if you keep working
toward it, it eventually will. And it will be worth the wait. Let me
know how it goes! 

There is an error in the URL included with the Lamp Shade Antenna
article in the December 2009 WRO.  The clickable link in the online
article will take you to the correct web page, but it should read
ee3.editme.com—with no www. in front. 

Also, there was a typo in December’s Aerials. You can read about
it at the bottom of The Krusty One’s column this month.

Two notable anniversaries are being celebrated this month—CQ
Magazine’s 65th anniversary and the 50th anniversary of the first
Earth-Moon-Earth contact. CQ will be detailing the changes ham radio
has been through since 1945 over the course of 2010, and in WRO
this month, we have a very interesting story of the first EME contact. 

Happy New Year from the WorldRadio Online staff, and keep those
emails and letters coming. We are evolving as an online publication
and appreciate your suggestions. I’m always looking for feature arti-
cles, too, so let us know what you’re up to!  

73 88 33 Nancy Kott, WZ8C
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T
he eighty-one year old Turlock Amateur Radio Club in
California conducted its 35th Annual Auction October
10th. The purposes of the auction are to help the families

of Silent Keys sell their loved ones ham radio equipment and
to raise money for club equipment . The club retains 10-percent
of the sales. This year’s auction included the consignment of a
local radio operator’s equipment and four estates. There were
over 50 hams at the event.  Their bidding resulted in the equip-
ment going for fair prices or better. The owners of the consigned
equipment are allowed to “buy-back” their equipment if the bid-
ding price doesn’t satisfy them. The fee for that privilege is
$1.00 per $100.

The auction was held at the Turlock Youth Center at 1030
East Ave. The auctioneer was once again Grady Williams,
K6IXA. He has been the auctioneer every year, including the
first one! His humor and ability to conduct the auction is well-
known and the event has often been referred to as the “Grady
Show.” The annual auction is considered by most local hams
to be the high point of ham radio activities in the local area. 

Everything was available for inspection at 8:00 a.m. The auc-
tion began an hour later. Kurt Jauss, KF6HJO, once again trav-
eled 77-miles from Selma to handle the Chuck Wagon. He was
ably assisted by Marge Lowe, KB6DXM, and Cathy Decker. They
offered donuts and coffee in the morning and pulled pork sand-
wiches with the trimmings for lunch. The club’s theory is “Keep
them in the building with food and they will stay and spend.”

Grady brought the milling crowd to order so he could outline
all his disclaimers about the “fine merchandise” that was avail-
able. His bottom line was that there were no guarantees on any
of the equipment. Any understanding about the condition of the
consigned equipment was between the owner and the buyer. 

Grady had four indispensable “straight men” in his act. They
kept dragging boxes from under the tables and pulling out
“things” for Grady to sell. They additionally held the more
expensive equipment high in the air for all to see. Everyone was
issued a numbered paddle to wave in the air and bid. Grady’s
prompting to the bidders included, “Is that all the money your
wife gave you? “Your guys aren’t looking,” “It’s worth that,”
and “For two bucks you don’t have to know what it is.”

Mid-afternoon, after everything was over and the hams
secured the treasures in their vehicles, several of them pitched
in to put away the furniture and clean up the place. Everyone
had a great time. 

This writer couldn’t resist bidding on a clean Icom IC 735 to
replace my old Kenwood TS130 mobile station. I installed it
later in the day and drove into town. My first contact with that
“new” radio was on 20 meters with a station in Eastern Russia
near the Manchurian Border. He game me an S-8. Wow! Other
ham radio clubs should consider providing this service in their
areas for the families of Silent Keys to help them dispose of the
equipment. The Silent Keys need not be members of the radio
club. It’s a worthwhile thing to do.

Turlock Amateur Radio
Club’s 2009 Auction

By Don Thomas, W6LRG

Carl Wheeler, KE6FOA, shows off the merchandise while auctioneer Grady Williams, K6IXA, prompts the crowd to bid higher. 
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FTM-350R
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FT-857D
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J
ust 41 years and 24 days after the first radio messages tra-

versed the Atlantic Ocean, at 11:58 a.m., E.S.T., January

10, 1946, the first ever earth–moon–earth radio signal

bounce was accomplished.  The effort was part of a military

project of the U.S. Army Signal Corps, dubbed project Diana,

the Roman moon goddess.  Sending a radio signal to the moon

and back was the first time in history that mankind had in some

physical way “touched” the moon, or any other celestial body

outside the atmosphere of the earth.  It also proved that radio

signals could pass through the earth’s ionosphere, that they

could be used for communication to and from places outside

the earth’s atmosphere, and that the moon itself could be used

as a passive communications reflector.     

While the idea had been suggested in 1940 by Mr. W. Bray

of the British General Post Office, the first actual moon bounce

signal was generated at a laboratory at Fort Monmouth in New

Jersey.  The transmitter was modified radar set from WWII, an

SCR-271 unit.  This provided 3000 watts at 111.5 MHz, or 2.7

meters, sent out in 0.25-second pulses.  The antenna was a “bed-

spring” dipole array.  This antenna arrangement provided 24 db

of gain.  The high power and gain was certainly needed.  The

moon is a poor reflector of signals, perhaps returning 7 to 12%

of the incident signal.  Coupled with the distance to and from

the moon, and attenuation effects by the earth’s atmosphere, the

path loss was estimated to be from 250 to 310 db.  

The transmitted signal took about 2.56 seconds to make the

round trip, which put the moon at a distance of about 238,000

miles from the transmitting station.  The receiver had to be

adjusted about 300 Hz, to account for the Doppler Effect due

the moon’s motion and position at the time.  Because the anten-

na’s elevation angle was horizontal, the signal could only be

transmitted when the moon passed through a 15-degree wide

window at moonrise and moonset.  This allowed about 40 min-

utes of time to get the job done.  Having shown that the bounce

was possible, a little while later the U.S. established an RTTY

communication link between the Navy Headquarters in

Washington, D.C., and Pearl Harbor using EME.

As the reader may suspect, an amateur operator was 

involved in this event, Lieutenant Colonel John DeWitt.  Mr.

DeWitt had been an amateur since 1921 he was 15 years old.

He then went on to build his hometown’s first radiobroadcast

station at the ripe old age of 16.  By 1940, he was listening to

radio noise coming from outer space, using built receivers he

built himself. After his military stint, Mr. DeWitt returned to

his hometown of Nashville and become president of a com-

mercial radio station, WSM.  He passed away in January 1999.

Perhaps some readers worked him as N4CBC when he was

still active on the bands.

Seven years later in 1953, the first official amateur radio oper-

ators accomplished an earth–moon –earth signal bounce on the

2 meter band.  The honor of this accomplished goes to two hams:

Ross Bateman, W4AO, and William Smith, W3GRP.  Like LTC

DeWitt’s accomplishment, however, this signal was sent and

received by the same station.  On July 21, 1960, a true two-way

earth-moon-earth bounce was achieved on 1296 MHz between

W6HB, the Eimac Radio Club, and W1BU, the Rhododendron

Swamp VHF Society. 

Now, 64 years later after the first EME bounce, amateur radio

operators bounce signals off the moon for sport on weekends

with 300 watts or less, and sometimes even as low as 100 watts

on home built antennas. Bounces are being done on nearly all

the amateur VHF, UHF and microwave bands: 6, 2, 1.25, 0.70,

and 0.23 meters, using a variety of modes.  This includes SSB

voice, one of the family of WJST programs such as JT65, a

multi-frequency shift-keying computer based mode originally

developed for meteor scatter work, and of course, always reli-

able, CW. 

By the way, the record for the lowest power, successful two-

way EME was set this past summer on June 29, 2009, aka World

Moon Bounce Day, to celebrate the first landing on the moon

by Apollo 11.  The University of Tasmania used a 26-meter dish

to send a data signal via the moon to a similar dish at the

Dwingeloo Radio Observatory in the Netherlands.  The trans-

mit power was 3 milliwatts!   

The International EME Contest for the year just finished up

this past December, and there are even clubs whose main pur-

pose is EME communication.  Recently, a German group even

bounced signals off of Venus.  Like the slogan says, “Yes, we

do that!”

Anniversary of First EME 
on January 10th

By Randall Noon, KC0CCR

“Sending a radio signal to the moon and back

was the first time in history that mankind had

in some physical way ‘touched’ the moon, 

or any other celestial body outside the 

atmosphere of the earth.”

“Now, 64 years later after the first EME

bounce, amateur radio operators bounce 

signals off the moon for sport on weekends

with 300 watts or less, and sometimes even as

low as 100 watts on home built antennas.”
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RULES & REGS

I was asked by a non-ham couple if they are permit-
ted to converse in French over our repeater. Our con-
cern is that none of our control operators speak
French and therefore cannot maintain control.   My

understanding is that it is allowed if they ID every 10 min-
utes in English. I was then informed that this is correct only
when communicating via simplex, but not if communicating
via a repeater.  Is this correct?

A. The control operator ("SCO") of every station must have
some way of determining that all communications being trans-
mitted are compliant with those authorized in Section 97.111 and
that they do not run afoul of the transmissions prohibited by
Section 97.113.  Making that determination for messages in a
language that the SCO does not comprehend, therefore, may pre-
clude such message transmissions.     

As for the station identification announcement, Section
97.119(b)(2) says that for any FCC-licensed amateur station
being identified by a phone emission, it must always be in the
English language. 

Q.  That answer assumes that the control operator is pre-
sent at the repeater control point and is responsible for deter-
mining the transmissions are compliant.  Neither, however,
are requirements. 

A. Setting aside the unlikely possibility that the repeater sta-
tion licensee was also unaware of Section 97.103(a) - which
establishes the station licensee as being responsible for the prop-
er operation of the station in accordance with the FCC Rules – it
must be assumed that the SCO is at the repeater station control
point and is ensuring the immediate proper operation of the sta-
tion. See Section 97.105(a).  

This is because third-party voice messages are being trans-
mitted.  The SCO must be present at the control point continu-
ously monitoring and supervising the third party’s participation
in stating their messages (Section 97. 155(b)).  No station may
transmit third party communications while being automatically
controlled except a station transmitting a RTTY or data emission
(Section 97.115(c)).  

Q.  Section 97.3(a)(6), however, tells me my repeater can
comply with FCC rules "without the control operator being
present at the control point."

A. It is Section 97.205(d) that authorizes a repeater to be auto-
matically controlled.  Section 97.3(a)(6) defines automatic con-
trol as the use of devices and procedures for control of a station
when it is transmitting so that compliance with the FCC rules is
achieved without the SCO’s presence at a control point.  

Automatic control is also authorized for three other types of
special operations: auxiliary, beacon, and certain digital stations.
For each of these, its proponents have made a convincing argu-
ment to the FCC that compliance with the FCC rules is achiev-
able without the SCO being present at a control point. Even then,
Section 97.109(d) says that automatic control must cease upon
notification by a District Director that the station is transmitting

improperly or causing harmful interference to other stations.
Automatic control must not be resumed without prior approval
of the District Director.
W3BE-O-GRAM: Summary: Your automatic control scheme

must work or it can’t be used.

Q.  I believe that I am responsible only for my repeater's
carrier and for non-interference-causing operation.  Where
in Part 97 is the requirement that I am responsible for deter-
mining that any communication being transmitted by my
repeater is compliant?

A. Believe instead: the station licensee and SCO are account-
able for any prohibited communications transmitted by your
repeater.  The responsibility for making that determination is
codified in Section 97.103:  It says that the station licensee is
responsible for the proper operation of the station in accordance
with the FCC rules.  It also says the station licensee must des-
ignate the SCO.  Section 97.105 says that the SCO must ensure
the immediate proper operation of the station, regardless of the
type of control. 

The compliance line-drawn-in-the-sand is in Section 97.113,
Prohibited transmissions.  It lists the types of transmissions that
no FCC-licensed station shall transmit.  See BE Informed No. 3
Section 97.113 SMELL TEST.  Further, Section 97.111 autho-
rizes the transmission of certain other types of communications.  

Q.  But Section 97.205(g) says that the control operator of
a repeater that retransmits inadvertently communications
that violate the rules in Part 97 is not accountable for these
communications.  

A. The key word there is "inadvertently."  Whether any slip-
up is excusable might likely depend upon the corrective action
was taken and when taken.  

Q. According to a listing on a website, a one-by-one call
sign was issued.  How could that have ever happened?

A. It is but one among our 780 special event call signs.  Section
97.3(a)(11)(iii) says that the special event call sign is selected by
the station licensee from a list of call signs shown on a common
data base coordinated, maintained and disseminated by the
SECSC. The call sign must have the single letter prefix K, N or
W, followed by a single numeral 0 through 9, followed by a sin-
gle letter A through W or Y or Z (for example K1A). The spe-
cial event call sign is substituted for the call sign shown on the
station license grant while the station is transmitting. The FCC
issues public announcements detailing the procedures of the spe-
cial event call sign system.

Q. What is a "special" event?  
A. The FCC, wisely, does not attempt to figure out what we

mean by that term.
W3BE-O-GRAM: It’s one of those terms that sound great when

you say it fast.  Ask for gobbledygook and sometimes you just
might get gobbledygook. 

The Rules Say...
John B. Johnston, W3BE

AUTORISÉ À PARLER DANS FRANÇAIS?

Q
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Q.  Our frequency coordinator has recommend that each
repeater append its call sign with "/R."  As I interpret what
has appeared in your column, the letter of the rule and the
intent of the rule are a bit "fuzzy."  There is a 'gray zone'
here when repeaters, mobiles, maritime mobiles, beacons,
etc. use the /whatever suffix.  If the intent of appending an
identifier to a FCC-assigned call sign, such as "/R," is to iden-
tify a repeater, and not to identify itself as a Russian station,
is it legal?

A. Rule-interpreting is not for this column; the FCC rules
mean what they say.  Section 97.119 says that each amateur sta-
tion must transmit its assigned call sign.  Paragraph (c) says that
one or more indicators may be included with the call sign. No
self-assigned indicator may conflict with any other indicator
specified by the FCC rules or with any prefix assigned to anoth-
er country.  There is a link on my website that may aid you in
finding out whether a prefix is so assigned.
W3BE-O-GRAM:When the examinations were administered

in FCC offices, there was a schedule of indicators keyed to the
city where each office was located.  The monitor of a possible
out-of-band station transmission could call the designator office
for conformation that the license grantee had recently upgrad-
ed for the privileges being used.  

Complaints soon came in from DXers that the indicators con-
flicted with call sign prefixes assigned to other countries and
could confuse DX operating.  For instance, "DL" for the "Dallas"
FCC Field Office conflicted with the prefix assigned to
Germany. That system was replaced with the current provision.
Should those complaints not represent the views of our com-
munity, you should file for a rule amendment.  If you do so,
please coordinate it carefully beforehand and do not ask for a
"how-to" rule.

Q. What are those certain types of emergency-related mes-
sages that RACES stations can transmit?

A. Section 97.407(e) says that all communications transmitted
in RACES must be specifically authorized by the civil defense
organization for the area served. Only civil defense communi-
cations of the following types may be transmitted:

(1) Messages concerning impending or actual conditions
jeopardizing the public safety, or affecting the national defense
or security during periods of local, regional, or national civil
emergencies;

(2) Messages directly concerning the immediate safety of life
of individuals, the immediate protection of property, mainte-
nance of law and order, alleviation of human suffering and need,
and the combating of armed attack or sabotage;

(3) Messages directly concerning the accumulation and dis-
semination of public information or instructions to the civilian
population essential to the activities of the civil defense organi-
zation or other authorized governmental or relief agencies; and

(4) Communications for RACES training drills and tests nec-
essary to ensure the establishment and maintenance of orderly
and efficient operation of the RACES as ordered by the respon-
sible civil defense organization served. Such drills and tests may
not exceed a total time of 1 hour per week. With the approval of
the chief officer for emergency planning in the applicable State,
Commonwealth, District or territory, however, such tests and
drills may be conducted for a period not to exceed 72 hours no
more than twice in any calendar year.

Read the rules - Heed the rules 
Visit http://www.w3BEInformed.org for links to amateur service

rules and information sites.  E-mail your questions, in the English 
language, to john@johnston.net.

APPRECIATION

Our R&R Superham-of-the-Month...
is the Shenandoah Valley Amateur Radio Club. Congratulations, SVARC, for sponsoring the annual Berryville (VA) Hamfest
with that great barbeque chicken dinner.  
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I
f you have been a reader of this column for any length of
time, you know that I occasionally make reference to my
favorite island – Bonaire (PJ4).  My first visit to Bonaire was

in October, 2006 for the CQWW SSB contest.  As I’m a “some-
times contester” , the opportunity to operate from the DX side
in “ 3-point land”  was an opportunity I could not pass up.  Little
did I know that three years later, I would still be coming back
to the island on a regular basis and have made lifelong friends
as a result of that first visit.

Bonaire is a small island located in the Southern Caribbean
just 50 miles off the coast of Venezuela.  It is part of the “ ABC”
islands and the southern half of the Netherland Antilles.
Recently, the Netherland Antilles has been receiving a lot of
interest regarding their scheduled breakup, which is to take place
on 10/10/2010.  This is significant in the DX world because it’s
expected that we will see several new DXCC entities as a result.

As the island is very small, the total ham population can be
counted on exactly two fingers – Hans, PJ4LS, and Peter,
PJ4NX.  I happened to meet both of these operators during that
first visit in 2006 and have become very good friends with Peter,
PJ4NX.  Peter is by far the more active of these two operators.
If you have worked Bonaire outside of a contest during the past
several years, it’s quite likely he is the one you worked.

Originally from Holland and holding the callsign PA3CNX,
Peter and his wife permanently moved to Bonaire in 2007.
They had been coming to the island for many years on vaca-
tion, but on one trip decided they would move to Bonaire.   In
June 2007, Peter hosted an EME DXpedition which I was for-
tunate to witness.  At that time, Bonaire had never been acti-
vated on EME so there was a large demand in those circles.  In
the end, several hundred EME QSOs were achieved and many
DXers were happy.

In 2008, Peter made his first visit to the United States and
attended the Orlando Hamfest.  However, this trip would mark
a tragic event.  While attending the hamfest, his wife unex-
pectedly passed away and would not be found for another two
days.  After not being able to reach her by phone, Hans, PJ4LS,
was the one to find her and deliver the terrible news to Peter.  I
was not able to attend the funeral but was able to be on the island
a couple of weeks later.  It was clear that the most active DXer
on the island would likely be QRT until the shock of his wife’s
passing lessened.

Fast forward to October 2008.  I was again scheduled to be a
member of the CQWW SSB team operating from Bonaire.  We
invited Peter to join us and in turn he invited a couple of his ham
friends from Holland - PE2MC and PE2KY.  During that trip
Peter introduced me to a very lovely lady named Irma.  She obvi-
ously had made a huge impact on his life and it was really great
to see the positive change compared to my visit earlier in the year.
At the time I didn’t think much of it, but I would later be invited
back to the island in October, 2009 for a very special event.

In mid 2009 Peter announced that he was getting married to
Irma and asked if I would be able to attend.  The original wed-
ding date was scheduled for sometime in November, 2009.  As
I had already made plans to be on Curacao (PJ2) for CQWW
SSB in October, the likelihood of either staying until the wed-
ding or coming back so quickly was pretty slim.  I let him know
that I would try my best to arrange something, but I didn’t hold
much hope.

Several weeks later I was informed that the wedding date had
changed and now it would be the weekend after the CQWW
SSB contest.   This certainly presented the interesting possibil-
ity that I would be able to participate in the contest from Curacao
and be able to attend the wedding on Bonaire the following
weekend.  Schedules were slightly adjusted and I made plans to
make the trip over to Bonaire for a week.

I have to say the week of the wedding was one of the most
enjoyable times I’ve ever had.  It’s an exhilarating experience to
work pileups when on a DXpedition (and I did a little of that too,
of course), but this “ DXpedition”  was one of a different type.

DX WORLD

DXing and International
Friendships

Kelly Jones, N0VD

The newly wed Peter, PJ4NX, and his wife Irma.
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This was a DXpedition in international
friendships – one that began three years
ago during a chance meeting.  It was also
a chance to experience cultures and tradi-
tions different from my own.  It was an
opportunity to strengthen old friendships

and make new ones.  This is one of the
greatest things about our hobby and being
DXers.  DXing opens the doors to people
and places that many non-ham operators
will likely never experience.  

So the next time you happen to hear

PJ4NX on the air, take an extra minute or
two congratulate him on his recent mar-
riage.  Who knows, you might find your-
self a new friend as well – one that will
unlikely come from a simple “ 59”  QSO.

A35-Who?
Paul Kidd, well known as A35RK, was

recently issued A35A as a “ regular”  call
and he has been thinking about if-and-
when to use his new call.  

Paul states “ I had the initial impression
that A35A was restricted to contest/spe-
cial event use. But that's not the case.  It's
a regular everyday callsign now that the
rules have been changed.  I had a chat this
morning with Fe'ao Vakata (the radio
licensing officer) about this. He told me it
is his intention to issue A31x callsigns for
visiting contest and special event opera-
tions.  Basically, that prefix block is
reserved for 'groups', not individuals.  The
A31xx block is reserved for other short-
term visitors, yachties, etc.  The A35x and
A35xx blocks are intended for resident
operators, like me. When he issued me the
A35A license, it was with the understand-
ing that I could use it any way I choose–as
a ‘regular’ call, or as a special event/con-
test call.  Fe'ao said that it's entirely up to

Peter & Irma cutting their cake.
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Little Tarheel-HP
500 Watts P.E.P.

7.0 Mhz - 54.0 Mhz
$379

Little Tarheel II
200 Watts P.E.P.
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$379

Little Tarheel II Shown Mounted 
on Diamond K400-3/8C

Note: Mount not included

Programmable, 
Screw Driver Controller
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Visit us at Orlando Hamfest 

in Orlando, FL Feb 12-14
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Ground Radial Kit
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me, and he has no objections to my using
it anyway I want to.  Therefore, effective
immediately, A35A will be my ‘full-time’
callsign - for DXing, contests, ragchew-
ing, the whole coconut.” 

Paul’s QTH remains the same: Lifuka
Island, Ha'apai Group, IOTA OC-169.
QSL A35A and A35RK via W7TSQ, W7
Bureau, or LoTW (No direct mail to
Tonga, no A3 Bureau)

FT5GA now on LoTW
Didier, F5OGL, recently announced

that the FT5GA log has been uploaded to
the LoTW.  He says, “ Of course some
stations will not find one or several of
their QSOs on LoTW. To these hams I
say ‘don't worry!'.  Every situation will
be checked with big care.  It had been pos-
sible, in the huge pileups, that some mis-
takes happened.  However, know also that
FT5GA was pirated a lot of times, even on
the scheduled DXpedition frequencies.
These malevolences are not of our [fault],
and we ask the community to understand
us if some QSOs will be rejected for hav-
ing not be found in the log.” 

New Signals from Zimbabwe
Fernando, EA4BB (ex-ST2BF, TU5JL,

D2BB, 9Q5BB), states that he has
obtained his license in Zimbabwe and is
“already making some QRM from
Harare.”  His callsign is Z21BB and he
hopes to be using it for the next two years
or so.

Fernando says “ For the time being I
have only dipoles and delta loops for 10,
15 and 20 meters.  I plan to build new
antennas for the WARC bands as well as
two loops for 40 and 80 meters, and
maybe to increase power (for the time
being I am limited to 100W).  Also, later
in the year I hope I will put up a 3-ele-
ment beam for 10, 15 and 20 meters.  For
now I am mostly on CW, but I will scale
up SSB operations as I improve my anten-
na system.  My QSL Manager is Joe,
W3HNK.  Best regards from Zimbabwe,
and CU on the air.” 

That’s it for this month’s column. A
very special thanks to Peter de Graaf,
PJ4NX, for the invitation to attend his
wedding!  Also thanks to OPDX for addi-
tional information.  I look forward to
hearing your comments, complaints or
whatever is on your mind.  If you have a
story or opinion you would like to share,
please send it to me at n0vd@dxcen-
tral.com.  I’ll do my best to include it in
and upcoming column.  Until next time,
see you in pileups– and now on Twitter
as N0VD! 
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T
he Old Man portable antenna mast derives its name from
its somewhat crooked “spine” – thanks to the multiple
coupling joints along its 15+ foot height.

As we know, “OM” is a term of endearment throughout ama-
teur radio. In this case it’s bestowed on an antenna mast that
may appear a little bent and crooked, but is extremely light-
weight, easy to carry and pretty darned versatile.

Five 3-foot-long PVC pieces and a 6-inch PVC stub combine
to make up this textbook example of scoliosis.

Properly guyed, though, the OM overcomes its shortcomings
of alignment and can be a great performer in the field.

At KI6SN, the idea for the OM portable mast grew out of the
need for an antenna support for use where there are no trees or
other natural elements to keep wires in the air. Open fields. The
desert. In the mountains above the tree line. You get the idea.

Since we had a very nice yard-long nylon carrying bag with
a draw string, we chose 3-feet as the maximum length for any
single piece of the mast. Most likely the bag was used to tote a
soccer sideline spectator’s fold-up chair – ditched from a sea-
son long ago.

If you’re designing your own OM, any number of other PVC
lengths can be substituted. You can even mix and match. Grab
your own bag and cut things to fit.

After some experimentation at KI6SN, it was determined that
the maximum number of 3-foot pieces that could be coupled
together and reasonably supported with two sets of guy lines
was 5. That adds up to a total of about 15-feet – a very respectable
height for the center of a 20-meter coaxial-fed inverted V anten-
na – or for 30- or 40-meters, for that matter.

The OM mast can also be used as an end support for an EFHW
(end-fed half wave) antenna.

It you’re getting a picture that this configuration has the poten-
tial for many antenna applications, you’re right.

To get things started, we sketched on paper what this mast
might look like. It is made of 3 / 4 inch PVC pipe – the kind
you find in the sprinkler system area of your local home
improvement store. We bought two 10-foot long pieces for 97
cents each. You can build a lot of masts at that price!

Since the 10-foot long PVC would be cut into shorter pieces
to fit in that nylon bag, we also purchased five 3 / 4 inch in-line
PVC couplers to assemble the parts into a finished mast in 
the field.

A 3/ 4 inch T-coupler is used on top of the mast as a faux pul-
ley to raise the center of the inverted V or an EFHW.

And finally, there are two rectangular plastic pieces for tying
guy lines to the antenna at the 6- and 12 1 /2 foot heights.

The KI6SN OM also features a short 6-inch PVC stub – also
made of 3 /4 inch PVC. It goes on top of the second 3-foot sec-
tion and is a key element during the erection process.

Accompany photographs and multiple images on the Trail-
Friendly Radio Extra Web site – http://www.TrailFriendly
Radio.blogspot.com – help tell the story of how this mast goes
together.

After arriving home from The Home Depot with the 10-foot-
long PVC sections, it took us all of about 20 minutes to cut and
couple the OM mast. Another half hour was spent figuring out
the guy line system and the methodology for how this mast
could be put up by one person.

An illustration on the T-FR Extra web site shows how the
pieces fit together. It’s like working with a jumbo set of Tinker
Toys®.

Since there are five coupling points in the OM, there are five
points where the mast can bend and get a little crooked as you’re
putting it up.

TRAIL-FRIENDLY RADIO

The Old Man - A Portable Antenna
Mast that Bends the Rules

By Richard Fisher, KI6SN

The KI6SN OM portable antenna mast is inexpensive,
lightweight, easy to carry and a quick study in geometry
to get in the air.
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Providing guy lines at two different
heights of the mast, though, can keep
alignment fairly straight. And once aloft,
the structure is as solid as a rock – despite
its unpredictable bends.

So, why is that 6-inch long PVC stub
needed at the 6-foot height of the mast?
Well, the thinking is this:

The idea is to erect the lower part of the
OM first, get it guyed and sturdy and then
add the top piece – completing a 15+ foot
vertical support.

I’m about 5-foot, 8-inches tall, so with
an arm fully extended, I can reach the top
of the stub at 6-feet, 6-inches to place the
already-assembled upper portion of the
OM on top of the already-erected lower
portion. The upper portion is light enough
to be held over your head vertically and
then simply “docked” into the PVC cou-
pler on top of the 6-inch-long stub.

The guy lines are tied to rectangular
plastic pieces drilled with a center hole
that slides over the 3 /4 inch PVC and
“sits” on top of the lip of the PVC cou-
pler at the 6-foot height. So, as you can
see, the 6-inch stub creates a coupling
point for the top pieces of the mast that
makes it possible to erect the OM in 
two stages.

There is a similar rectangular plastic
guy line anchor at the 12.5-foot height for
securing the upper portion of the OM.

In a nutshell, after the bottom is erect-
ed and guyed, the field operator simply
hoists the top section of the antenna on
top of the 6-inch stub and completes guy-
ing the top part of the mast – which is teth-
ered 12.5-feet above the ground.

Granted, this is a lot to process in the
way of description. We think, though, the
OM drawing and accompanying pho-
tographs on the T-FR Extra web site will
help put in focus the mast’s design, con-
struction and execution.

Since we conceptualized this as a one-
man operation, it is critical that the guy
line lengths and the placement of the
ground pegs to hold them be worked out
carefully in advance.

To put the OM up by yourself in the
field, it means having two-thirds of the
guying loosely completed at each height
and then simply pulling the last guy line
to its ground peg as the vertical mast flies
into place.

Of course, as in any antenna erecting
situation, use extreme caution to stay
clear of any hazards–especially power
lines.

For the KI6SN version, we dusted off
the ol’ Pythagorean theorem for deter-
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mining the hypotenuse (guy line length)
of a right triangle: A-squared plus B-
squared equals C-squared – where A is
the vertical height in feet along the mast,
B is the distance in feet from the base of
the antenna to the guy line ground pegs
and C is the length in feet of the guy lines.

We chose 14-feet as the distance from
the antenna base to the guy line pegs for
both the 6- and 12.5-foot heights. That
makes things manageable and easy to
deal with at the field operation site.

So, let the geometry begin. For guy
lines at the 6-foot height, it’s:

6-squared plus 14 squared (or 36 plus
196, which equals 232, or C-squared).
The square root of 232 is 15.2315. So our
guy lines at the 6-foot level need to be
about 15-feet, 3-inches long.

Similarly, for the 12.5-foot height, it’s
12.5-squared plus 14 squared (or 156.25
plus 196, which equals 352.25, or C-
squared). The square root of 352.25 is
18.76. So our guy lines from the 12.5-foot
height need to be about 18-feet, 9-inches
long.

Since all of the guy line ground pegs
are 14-feet from the base of the OM mast,
we simply made a marker string 14-feet
long, looped it around the base of the mast

and scratched a 14-foot circle around the
base of the antenna mast. Each of the six
pegs would go along that line. But where?

Well, it’s simply a matter of placing a
hiker’s compass at the OM’s base and
marking direction points from the mast at
0, 60, 120, 180, 240, and 300 degrees.
Guy lines from the 6-foot level would be
pegged at 0, 120, and 240 degrees, while
lines from the 12.5-foot level would be
pegged at 60, 180 and 300 degrees.

You can even put the 0 and 180-degree
points to actual North and South respec-
tively. That way you’ve got a 28-foot
diameter compass built into your operat-
ing site. Neat!

One other suggestion: Use a taut-line
hitch knot in your guy lines at the ground
peg. It’s a great knot for adjusting tension
on the guy lines. For a video of how it’s
tied, visit: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=1jkN3K5G8eE

Multiple photographs of the OM
portable mast, a comprehensive parts
manifest,  a detailed drawing of the mast
and a quick link to the knot-tying video
can be found at the Trail-Friendly Radio
extra Web site.

Why not bring an OM along on your
next excursion to the field?

Plastic guy line support points at 6-feet and 12.5-feet along the mast’s height
help keep the OM’s “scoliosis” in check.
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T
he FT5GA DXpedition to Glorioso is history. Being
Number 4 on the Most Wanted List (a survey initiated
annually by Carl N4AA, the editor of The DX Magazine)

generated a lot of interest for this one. Along with the interest,
though, came a lot of frustration, as the primary mission of the
French DXpeditioners was not playing on the radio – it was
their military duties. I had to remind myself of that several times
to keep from getting too excited.

I needed Glorioso as an all-time new one, and I managed to
work them on 20m SSB and on 80m CW. I tried to work them
on several other bands and modes, but couldn’t get through the
big pile-ups. Although my work schedule pretty much dictated
when I was available to work them, in retrospect I should have
looked at propagation predictions with respect to other areas of
North America (and even the world, for that matter) to optimize
my probability of working them by reducing the competition.
Interestingly, Ed, N4II, and I discussed this very concept in June
prior to the Glorioso DXpedition, but I didn’t carry it through.

The concept is rather simple. Run predictions (I’ll use VOA-
CAP in this exercise) from your QTH to your target location,
and compare them to predictions from other areas to your tar-
get location. Then pick the band and time that most favors you
over everyone else (if such a condition exists!). But how do you
tell who has the advantage? Since the outputs of our prediction
programs are statistical over a month’s time frame, they are
probabilities. Thus we can compare probabilities for MUF

(maximum usable frequency) and signal strength to determine
when you have the best shot (least competition).

So who is my competition? Of course those in the general
area of my QTH are my competitors, but the only way to beat
them is to have a better antenna and be a better operator, since
propagation should be similar (if not identical). The other com-
petitors are those DXers scattered throughout the world who
have propagation at the same time. For this analysis I’ll con-
sider my competitors as the eastern coast of North America
(W1, W2, and W3), Southeast North America (W4), and
Southwest North America (W5). I’ll also throw in a European
QTH (Italy).

The bands I’ll look at are 40m, 20m, and 10m via short path.
I’m restricting this to three bands and short path to keep this
from turning into a book. After all, the true goal of this month’s
column is to show the concept, not perform an exhaustive analy-
sis. I’ll also assume everyone is using the same antenna, run-
ning the same power, has the same ground conditions (compo-
sition and terrain), and the same noise environment. As a side
note, any one of these four items could provide a big advantage
regardless of location.

From each prediction on each band I’m going to extract 
VOACAP’s MUFday (the probability indicating how many
days of the month a band is predicted to have enough ioniza-
tion to support the path) and VOACAP’s REL (reliability – the
probability that the predicted median signal to noise ratio

PROPAGATION

Is There A Most Advantageous
Band and Time?

By Carl Luetzelschwab, K9LA

Figure 1 – DX Feasibility to FT5GA on 40m
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exceeds my desired level). Since both probabilities are needed
for a QSO, I’ll multiply them together to give the overall prob-
ability – in other words, a DX Feasibility parameter. Figure 1
shows the results of this exercise on 40m.

When 40m is open to FT5GA for me (2200 to 0400 UTC
per the thick green line), I have competition from Europe, East
Coast North America, and Southeast North America. The
competition from Europe and East Coast North America is

especially tough. But it may not be as bleak as it looks. The
latter times of my opening are pretty late in Europe, so 
hopefully many Europeans will be in bed. So my plan for 
40m would be to look towards the end of my opening. Of
course it would be wise to check early on, too, to see if the
FT5GA operators call for North America only – that would
certainly help.

Next, Figure 2 shows the results of this exercise on 20m.

Figure 2 - DX Feasibility to FT5GA on 20m
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When 20m is open to FT5GA for me (1100 to 2400 UTC), I
have competition from everyone. My best shot might be around
my sunrise (1400 UTC), when only Europe is predicted to have
a better shot – and with a little luck the FT5GA operators may
only be calling for North America. If that fails, I’d maybe look
towards 1900 UTC to slug it out on a more or less even basis
with the other North Americans.

Finally, Figure 3 shows the results of this exercise on 10m.
This by far is the worst band with respect to hoping for advan-

tageous propagation to just me. The problem here on 10m is

most likely tied to being at solar minimum, and me being up
north. If I was going to pick a "best" time, it’d probably be
around 1800 UTC. At least Europe shouldn’t be too much of a
factor, and I’d be somewhat comparable to East Coast North
America and Southeast North America.

Hopefully I’ve adequately explained the concept of looking
for advantageous bands and times to your area. I have to admit
it’s a lot of work to go through, with perhaps minimal results.
But if it’s an entity you really need, it will be all worthwhile
when you work them!

Figure 3 - DX Feasibility to FT5GA on 10m
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Maximum usable frequency from West Coast, Central
U.S. and East Coast (courtesy of Engineering Systems Inc.,
Box 1934, Middleburg, VA 20118). The numbers listed in
each section are the average maximum usable frequencies
(MUF) in MHz for contacting five major areas of the world
centered on Africa-Kenya/Nairobi, Asia-Japan/Toyko,
Oceania-Australia/Melbourne, Europe-Germany/Frankfurt,
and South America-Brazil/Rio de Janerio. Smoothed
sunspot number =  4. 
Chance of contact as determined by path loss is 

indicated as bold *MUF for good, plain MUF for fair, and in 
(parenthesis) for poor. UTC is hours.

DX Predictions
JANUARY 2010

WEST COAST

UTC AFRI ASIA OCEA EURO SA

10 (9) 8 *12 (8) *11

12 (9) 8 12 (7) (11)
14 (15) 7 11 (7) *22

16 (18) 7 *16 (12) *26

18 20 (9) (14) ( 9) *28

20 19 (9) 19 (8) *28

22 16 *17 23 (8) *27

24 *14 *17 25 (8) *23

2 11 15 23 7 *15

4 10 (9) 16 7 *14

6 (10) (9) 14 7 *13

8 (9) *8 *13 *8 12

CENTRAL U.S.A.

UTC AFRI ASIA OCEA EURO SA

8 (9) 8 *12 *8 *12

10 (9) 8 12 (7) *11

12 (16) 7 11 (7) 17

14 19 7 *16 14 *24

16 21 (8) 16 13 *26

18 21 (7) (15) (10) *28

20 19 (7) 20 (9) *28

22 *16 (15) 23 (8) *26

24 11 (14) 25 8 *20

2 10 (10) (18) 7 *15

4 10 (9) 14 7 *14

6 (9) (8) 13 7 *13

EAST COAST

UTC AFRI ASIA OCEA EURO SA

7 (11) *8 (12) 7 *12

9 (11) 7 12 *7 *12

11 20 7 11 12 *17

13 *25 8 *16 15 *22

15 *27 (8) 17 15 *25

17 *27 (7) (14) 13 *27

19 *22 (7) (18) (9) *28

21 *19 (12) 22 8 *26

23 *14 (12) 25 8 *21

1 *13 (9) (18) 8 *17

3 *12 (8) (14) 7 *15

5 *12 (8) (13) 7 *13
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W
ho ever could have known what a fateful day it would
be when Ellie Van Winkle N0QCX, a Dayton
Hamvention ® Youth Forum attendee, spoke with me

after the forum?  Sometimes things that have a lifelong ripple
effect start out in the simplest of ways.  Ellie merely wanted to
comment about what a great idea she thought it was to show-
case young people in ham radio.  When I responded with, “Well,
you have kids in Boulder, Colorado, don’t you? Why not start
a group and send me the very best kids you have to do presen-
tations at my Youth Forum?” I could see the “wheels turning”
above Ellie’s head. 

So began a seventeen-year friendship with Ellie and her hus-
band, Rip, and the amazing children of BARC Jr. (Boulder
Amateur Radio Club.)  For the past 17 years, this incredible
couple has been inviting youngsters into their home for train-
ing in basic electronics. Ellie, who has a background as a kinder-
garten teacher and is presently 76 years old, (she gave me per-
mission to use her age) loves working with kids and is
responsible for organizing everything and everyone at their
gatherings on Saturday mornings.

Rip, NV0M, celebrated his 85th birthday when I was there
in October, and is a retired electrical engineer who worked at
IBM for 37 years in Research and Design. He, along with mem-
bers of BARC, volunteer their time as Elmers, and Elmiras,
work at individual stations with the kids and do hands-on pro-
jects, experiments and demos in an organized, fun, way. It’s
really something to see, as all the available space in “Rip’s Lab”
gets filled, how the learning stations are moved up to the din-
ing room table, kitchen, living room and any cleared area that
can be found.

For seventeen years, this working arrangement has provided
me with young speakers for my Dayton Youth Forum; all of
the highest caliber. I can’t imagine having the Youth Forum
without looking out at the sea of fluorescent green BARC Jr.
caps in the audience every year. Besides Ellie and Rip who orga-
nize and escort the kids, there are always parents, grandparents,
siblings, friends, a Seeing Eye dog, and Elmers of the presen-
ters in attendance. What a group of dedicated and wonderful
individuals!

For many years, Ellie has been inviting me to come to Boulder
and see the inner workings of BARC Jr. for myself. Well, I
finally took her up on it. This past October, I treated myself to
a trip to Colorado for the sheer fun of it. Little did I know just
how extraordinary an experience this was all going to turn out
to be. Not only did Ellie go into high-gear and arrange for a
reunion, but Stan Reubenstein, WA6RNU, President of the
Radio Club of America arranged for me to meet with other club
members at an RCA luncheon in Denver. Ham friends like Steve
Meer, K0SCC, and Jeff Grazi, WA0MJX, along with Stan, per-
sonified all that is best about hams with their cordiality and hos-
pitality.

Jeff was even able to arrange for me to meet with someone
from the Denver Public School District while I was in town.

He accompanied me to help give a “pitch” to incorporate a ham
radio/technology program in the school district.

When the big night came for the reunion, I was really excited
about meeting with people who had been 10 or 12 years old when
they spoke at Dayton. The evening began with a birthday cele-
bration for Rip which was attended by Greg Schlender, ND0V,
and his wife Shelly, KC0GQB, who are the parents of Walt,
KC0BPC, and Amory, KC0BPB, who couldn’t attend, but were
Youth Forum presenters years ago. I had the pleasure of meet-
ing Mike Ballbach, N0ZTQ, who is a wonderful young man who
began working in computer programming while still in high
school, and was the official photographer for the evening.

HAMS WITH CLASS

A Radio-Active Reunion
By Carole Perry WB2MGP

Rip Van Winkle, NV0M, (left) and the President of RCA,
Stan Reubenstein, WA6RNU.

Carole Perry and Ellie Van Winkle, N0QCX. 
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Once the door to the Van Winkle home
opened that night, the parade never
stopped. I stood in amazement as a steady
stream of parents, relatives, friends and
Elmers came into the house laden with
trays of food, fruits and cakes. But it didn’t
take long for tears to come to my eyes once
the men and women who were my young
speakers years ago began to arrive. 

Amongst the former presenters who
attended that night, was Eric Permut,
KG0YS, who is a geologist and helps out
as an Elmer for BARC Jr. and is current-
ly 29 years old. He was my very first
BARC Jr. speaker at the age of twelve
years old.  Blair Harness, KB0ROM, who
is an electrical engineer and presented at
Dayton 16 years ago when he was 10
years old, was delightful to speak with
that night. 

I never would have recognized my
beautiful little girls, all grown up now;
Kathryn Kiefhaber, KS0P, and Kristin
Wilson, KC0INX, both presently college
students. I was thrilled to be talking to and
hugging Sarah Wisotzky Basden,
KB0ZRV, presently an ophthalmic tech,
and Hargobind Khalsa, AB0YL, a
math/computer student -- all grown up.

Nathan Wang, KB0UQS, a Ph.D stu-
dent in geology and David Stearns,
KC0DDR, a computer programming stu-
dent both brought back memories of their
times at the Youth Forum.

A 2009 speaker was Austin Schaller,

KD0FAA, who wowed the audience with
his presentation on “Fractal Antennas.” It
was a pleasure to see him and his won-
derful family at the reunion.

Meeting with these talented young
adults was an experience I will never for-
get. Ellie and Rip even arranged for the
present BARC Jr. members to be at the
reunion. The present “hopefuls” for
Dayton had a chance to meet and social-
ize with the “graduates.” 

It was a real pleasure to speak with Jack
Ciaccia, WM0G, who is the President of
BARC. He is so proud of the Van Winkles
for all their dedication and hard work. It
was very obvious to anyone who was at
the reunion that night, that these people
have one common goal of doing what’s
best for their children. The interest, and
support from the parents and families of
these youngsters, coupled with the hos-
pitality of Ellie and Rip make for a fabu-
lous opportunity for these kids.

Ellie invited me to say a few words to
the assembled group of 69 people includ-
ing the nine who were former presenters.
Looking out a sea of happy, eager young
adults who were sitting on the living room
floor, surrounded by their families, I felt
as though I were part of something extra-
ordinary. As I thanked everyone for com-
ing, I knew that I would never forget that
reunion and the coming together of so
many special people through our com-
mon love of children and the radio.

The current BARC Jr. group, some of whom are studying and preparing to be
considered for the Hamvention ® Youth Forum.
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Hello
Thank you very much, Alan, for your

outstanding legacy.  I am a great admirer
of Alan’s columns.  I once described his
writing style as “conversational-intellec-

tual.”  Indeed, we all appreciated his well-
worded and well-researched information.
I am looking forward to meeting Alan in
the near future “while he is still dry.”  

Let me start by introducing myself.  My
name is Dave Hayes, VE3JX, and I live in
Sault Ste Marie, Ontario, Canada.  If you
want to know where that is, follow I-75 up
to its extreme north end.  Interstate 75 ends
at the bridge leading to the Canadian Sault.
(We are actually twin cities up here: Sault
Ste Marie, Ontario, and Sault Ste Marie,
Michigan.)  Alan, on the other hand, lives
towards the other end of the same high-
way, with I-75 terminating at the southern
end of Florida in Miami.

I was first licensed as VE3BRT in the
spring of 1967, Canada’s centennial year.
There was a short break from amateur
radio when I left home and discovered
romance.  After marrying and starting a
family, I was re-licensed as VE3EIH.  I
obtained the 2x2 call, VE3JX, about four
years ago.  In Canada, we have two class-
es of license, Basic and Advanced.  I have
the latter.

When I was first interested in ham

radio, I became aware of QCWA and
wondered if I’d ever qualify.  (When
you’re young, 25 years seems like forev-
er.)  Basically, I had forgotten all about
QCWA over the years, until I ran across
the QCWA table at the Petoskey Swap ‘n
Shop, in July of 2006.  Jim Bishop,
W8JFB, was manning it and he reintro-
duced QCWA to me, giving me a sample
copy of the QCWA Journal and a
Canadian application form.  Jim is one of
the friendliest people I’ve ever met.  He
was the Secretary-Treasurer of Chapter
10 for many years.  He and his wife Stella
devoted countless hours to the chapter
membership as well as to the chapter’s
history preservation.

Shortly after returning home and gath-
ering the evidence of “year first licensed”
and “current licence”, I applied through
Jim to become a Life Member.  I hold
QCWA Member Number 33597.

Why?
Why does one want to become a mem-

ber of QCWA?  
The reasons can be many and varied.

Alan has spoken of the QCWA as “The
Proud, the Elite, and the Many.”
Contained within that phrase are reasons
for wanting to join. In his first
WorldRadio QCWA column in July of
2000, Alan explained this descriptive
epithet.  He highlighted the PROUD as
referring to our feeling of achievement
in being involved with amateur radio for
25 years or more.  Longevity in a hobby
is not always the norm.  All of us prob-
ably began a coin or stamp collection
when we were young.  Most of us are no
longer engaged in that.  Some have start-
ed in ham radio, but given that up as well.
We, the QCWA, have not.  Joining
QCWA is a celebration of that fact of
continuity in our individual lives.

QCWA

Farewell & Hello,
Why & How

by Dave Hayes VE3JX

Farewell
“Folks, it is time—time for a change and an opportunity for me to thank you all

for your most kind attention to the ten years of QCWA columns that I was able to
send your way, with thanks to Editor Nancy Kott and the good folks at WorldRadio.
I leave with nothing less than my appreciation to all, and with high certainty that
Dave Hayes will do at least as well, probably better than I at reminding WorldRadio
Online readers of the important work being done by the Quarter Century Wireless
Association—the Proud, the Elite, and the Many.  

Please give Dave and Nancy your thanks for making this transition so smooth and
easy.  I leave you with an old story about Slim and Jim (and me), QCWA
Octogenarians:  Slim says to Jim, “I'm 82 years old today and I am just full of aches
and pains.  I know you are about that old, too, so how do you feel about being in
your 80's?”  Jim replies:  “I feel just like a newborn baby.  Yep, no hair, no teeth,
and I think I just wet my pants!”  So, it's time, while I am still dry, to say goodbye
and farewell to you, my readers for this past decade.  May the next ten years serve
you all well as the past ten served me.—  73 + 25,  de  Alan,  KJ9N”

Dave Hayes, VE3JX, the new QCWA
columnist.
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Alan spoke of the MANY as referring
to the thousands who have joined and are
current members of QCWA.  The
‘Many’ are very active in their chapters,
and on the various nets sponsored by
them.  Among the ‘Many’ are not a few
old timers who have witnessed the evo-
lution of our hobby, and telecommunica-
tions in general.  A very few may have
operated during the spark-gap era.  At one
time, the QCWA could boast many, many
of such experienced individuals.  How -
ever, most “sparks” have become Silent
Keys, but the memories of their past
exploits live on.

Alan also spoke of the ELITE.  He high-
lighted this term as being not exclusive
but inclusive.  All of us are not outstand-
ing pioneers of the radio art.  However,
we do include in our ranks several who
are, and they have been at the forefront of
communications development in general,
and our hobby in particular.  I think it
would take a whole column to list those
among us who have furthered the inter-
ests of amateur radio in an outstanding
way.  Both Canadian and U.S. people (as
well as International members), who have
contributed their time and energy to tech-
nical advancement or to organized ham
radio in their respective countries, are part
of a list of “who’s-who” in amateur radio,
past and present.  The Elite: yes; but by
no means exclusive of any who have been
in this hobby for 25 years or more.

And so, we’re back to the question:
Why?  Why join QCWA?  

1 Out of celebration for our longevity
in this great avocation of ours.  

2 To associate with like-minded and
like-experienced individuals as ourselves.

3 To participate in the many activities
carried on by our active chapters, with
those who have also been around the
block a time or two.  

4 To have a social network of chapters
“from sea to shining sea” where we are
welcome as local or visiting QCWA
members.

Incidentally, one would expect that the
retirement and ‘snowbird’ areas of the
U.S. would have more chapters and more
opportunities to socialize than other
areas.  That expectation is reality.  For
example, there are 17 active chapters in
Florida.  Croft Taylor, VE3CT, a former
QCWA President and a “snowbird”, told
me that he was a member of 7 chapters in
his winter-retreat area of Florida.  He has
a ball keeping up with all the meetings
associated with these chapters. The only

downside he reports is the effect they
have on his waistline, since most of these
are luncheon or dinner events.  He spoke
of some very famous people he has met
in that area of the country, and of the excit-
ing technical presentations made.

As a national organization, QCWA
honors its members and their longevity
milestones with certificates, starting at 50
years in ham radio.  These are usually pre-
sented at chapter meetings by the highest
officer present.  There are also annual
QCWA National (International) Conven -
tions hosted in a different locale each
year.  In 2008, the Convention was held
in Virginia Beach, hosted by the
Tidewater Chapter 119.  2009 saw the
Convention venue being a Caribbean
cruise in October, hosted by Southeast
Wisconsin Chapter 162.  A major part of
each convention are the variety of semi-
nars presented; usually a mix of technical
and organizational subjects.  It is also a
great time for meeting members from 
all over.  During this past decade, there
have been three conventions held in
Canadian cities, the last one being
Calgary, Alberta, in 2006, hosted by the
Wild Rose Chapter 151.

How?
How does one become a member?  
First, you need to have been first

licensed as a radio amateur in 1985 or ear-
lier.  (The month doesn’t count; if you
were licensed anytime during 1985, you
are eligible to join QCWA on January 1st,
2010.)  You need to provide evidence of
this, perhaps a photocopy of your first
license.  If you don’t have that, there are
other ways to verify it.  QCWA’s General
Manager, Chuck Walbridge, K1IGD,
may be able to help you with this.

Second, fill out the application form for
your area (U.S., Canada, or DX) and indi-
cate the membership type you would like
to obtain.  There are incentive discounts
for multi-year memberships.  Application
forms are available on the internet at:
qcwa.org.

Third, send it in, along with the appro-
priate fees.

Once you have joined QCWA
National, you will probably want to link
up with a local chapter.  It is at the chap-
ter level where most activities take place. 

Finally, be prepared to have the time of
your life, among “The Proud, the Elite
and the Many.”

Cheers,  DaVe3JX.
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W
hat is an emergency communications plan? What is
the best emergency communications plan? If I had
the answers to both questions, I would sell the

answers and retire wealthy beyond measure. Since I don’t have
the answers, let’s ponder the questions this month. As emer-
gency communications people, we should have some under-
standing of emergency communications planning and what
some of the underlying principles are.

Let’s talk about one plan that’s not OK. My son Zach,
KC7GKE, and I were at a station and an operator began to
describe his emergency communications plan for a group he rep-
resents. The fellow pointed to his radio and said, “I’ve done the
MARS/CAP mods.” That was his plan. Zach smiled and I asked
for some examples. He said if there were a Civil Air Patrol plane
overhead, he’d dial in the CAPs frequency and call the plane. If
he needed the fire department, he had that channel programmed.
If he needed search and rescue or any other agency, he’d simply
call them directly. He explained that he also had all the MARS
repeaters programmed into his radio. I probed a little and asked
if he was a member of the CAP or MARS. He assured me he
wasn’t, but that it didn’t matter—these groups would be more
than happy to hear from him in an emergency. After all, he said,
“I’m a trained communicator and I have a radio.”

I asked him about the current changes to narrowband for
many agencies, including the CAP. His response was that sure,
it made it difficult to listen and he’d have to crank up the vol-
ume. But it would cause no problems for the agencies, they can
crank up the volume too. EGAD! I thought. This fellow has no
clue as to following the rules or knowing the potential damage
of using a wideband signal on a narrowband channel or repeater. 

He finally took his “emergency plan” and left, and I never
did tell him the CAP would probably not want to talk with him.
I began to wonder how many of our well-meaning operators
just figure that modifying a radio is the best plan? What part of
following the rules or understanding the rules don’t they get?
Having even one operator with a modified wideband radio (and
high powered) would cause a significant amount of interfer-
ence to a narrowband system.

Folks, an emergency plan is something you do in advance
and you plan to follow the rules! You talk about contingencies
and coverage and training needed and equipment and antennas
and readiness and possible scenarios -- and you figure out how
best to offer communications. Can you cover every event? NO!
Can you plan for every problem you might encounter? NO!
However, you can plan, you can prepare, and you can plan to
follow the rules. 

In most, if not all, crisis events I’ve been involved with, oper-
ators cooperate and communicate and work together. Operators
rely on experience, training and expertise and they work togeth-
er. And, they follow the rules.

In my not so humble opinion, the best plan is a simple plan.
Over the past years, readers have sent samples of their plans.
Some are hundreds of pages in length and cover everything
including what sizes of fuses you should have in your emer-
gency kit. Some medium-sized plans cover required training
and participation to ensure you’re ready. The best plan I saw
was a couple of pages and outlined some principles to follow -
- leaving the training and equipment preparation up to the oper-
ator and the radio group. The complex plan had lists of people
and who would do what in each projected scenario. Every time
someone moved (or died of old age), the plan had to be revised.
Do you see where this goes? It’s a lot of work and in short order
the keeper of the plan gives up and the plan is out of date.

A simple plan that is easy to understand and remember will
always serve you better. In an emergency you don’t have time
to re-read and re-familiarize yourself with the plan while you’re
headed to support the emergency. There’s great wisdom in Keep
it Simple, Silly (KISS). Just please keep your plan within the
rules. If you have authorization in advance to use an agency’s
frequencies, get it in writing, be trained on their procedures and
use legal equipment. Don’t damage your reputation by even
suggesting you use illegally modified radios. Do it right!

Business rules
A local fellow mentioned that he’d been called by a com-

mercial business and was asked about ham radio operators pro-
viding communications for events that make money and have
paid employees. He said the radio business owner mentioned
how hams were costing his business money.

Interesting discussion! I’ve had lengthy arguments with other
operators when hams are solicited and used by others to increase
their profit margin. Others have argued with me that even though
the event sponsors are making money, it allows ham radio oper-
ators to test their gear. But why should I load my gear, buy my
own food, buy my own gas and then spend two days of my own
time so an event sponsor doesn’t need to pay for a commercial
radio setup? One day I calculated how much an event sponsor
(a registered business entity) was making from entrant fees and
it was a staggering sum of money. The event was not a non-prof-
it group and the event sponsor was making a boatload of dollars.
I opted to find other ways to spend a weekend.

On the other hand, I’m excited to go play when the event is
actually a non-profit endeavor (with no paid employees) 
or an event where no one is paid (if they’re not a non-profit
organization).

With the newly emphasized rules on where ham radio might
properly be used, I’m excited. You should be, too. Ham radio
has long been a volunteer service that benefits others. It should
not damage business endeavors and should not help people
make money. Agencies should not have an emergency plan that

EMCOMM AND YOU

Make a Simple Emergency
Plan…and Follow it!

By Jerry Wellman, W7SAR 
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just shifts their employees from a busi-
ness/public safety system onto a ham sys-
tem. The emergency plan should involve
volunteer ham operators that come into the
agency and provide communications. This
gives purpose to local emergency com-
munications groups! You now have cus-
tomers who need you to do more than train
an agency’s employees to use ham radios.

This is good news for ham radio oper-
ators. Agencies might actually need to
have trained volunteer operators includ-
ed in their emergency planning.  Rather
than petition the FCC to relax the rules,
go work with your local agencies, get
involved, and be of service.

Following the rules
In case you have not figured it out, this

month my focus is one of discipline and
following the rules.  I was chatting with
an agency supervisor about using volun-
teers and asked him why the agency
didn’t have an outreach policy to use
CERT, ham radio or even church groups.
His answer was simple: They cannot fol-
low the rules, they don’t follow their lead-
ers and they’re too much trouble to super-
vise. That’s blunt and honest.

He gave some examples of trying to use

a group of well-meaning volunteers at an
event and described how they were sim-
ply rude to their leaders and did not want
to follow instructions. He pointed out how
many of the volunteers ignored their lead-
ers and said, “You can’t make me” with
regard to following directions.  Please take
this example to heart when you recruit and
organize your volunteer group.  Often you
have no teeth (as volunteers get no pay)
and just open your group to everyone --
seeking numbers instead of quality.
Having a nice social group is one thing,
having people willing to follow policies is
another thing altogether. 

Before you just invite everyone to
become a member of your group, devel-
op some criteria and performance poli-
cies.  If you do this in the beginning, you
don’t have to deal with the “We’ve
always done it this way” members who
will not want to follow the rules.  You
want a culture of adherence to the rules
and some mechanism to boot them from
the group if they misbehave.  If you do
not have these types of policies in place,
you risk having your rogue members
cause problems and having an agency
invite your group to go away. 

Until next month, best wishes from Salt
Lake City!
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F
ederal funding of $165,000 has been secured by Georgia
Emergency Management Agency to complete a statewide
D-Star based ham radio emergency communications net-

work. The network's creation was born in 2005; the result of a
vision of what amateur radio emergency communications could
one day achieve in the state of Georgia, according to John Davis,
WB4QDX. That is when Mark Fehlig, WA6NGC, the former
Director of Engineering for the state's Public Broadcasting
System had the opportunity to install two amateur radio anten-
nas on each of nine television towers, providing statewide cov-
erage. Fehlig designated Georgia's Amateur Radio Emergency
Service to control the use of those sites for emergency com-
munications. The next task was to figure out the best technolo-
gy to use at those sites. 

Linked FM repeaters and packet were among the modes con-
sidered. However, radio amateurs were also watching emerg-
ing D-Star technology. They recognized it as a state of the art
platform providing simultaneous voice and data communica-
tions.  Knowing that D-Star also allows repeaters to be linked
on a flexible basis and that it permits simultaneous voice and
low speed data along with high speed Internet connectivity at
1.2 Gigahertz, the decision was made to go D-Star for the state's
new system.

When the network is finished, radio amateurs will have access
to voice and data repeaters on all nine towers across the state,
operating on 2 meters, 440 MHz and 1.2 GHz. Because those
towers are strategically located to provide maximum public tele-
vision coverage, amateur radio communications will benefit
from wide area coverage as well. Commercial grade 1 5/8" trans-
mission lines will connect the antennas, which will be between
500 and 600 feet above ground. Georgia's Public Broadcasting
Network will provide indoor space for equipment, along with
backup power at each site. Internet access will be available, too,
thanks to the broadcasting system’s DS-3 data network. This
means flexible linking of repeaters will be possible using a stock
D-Star interface.

The federal money will also pay for 20 dual-band D-Star
radios to be installed at EMA offices across the state, along with
a portable UHF D-Star repeater available for emergency deploy-
ment. In addition, three 1.2 GHz D-Star radios and laptops for
sending data and photos from field locations will be purchased.
The money will be used to build a robust reflector to serve the
state's network during emergency conditions and for general use
during non-emergency times.

Two of the emergency network's D-Star repeaters are already
on the air. One is located at Pembroke, Georgia, near Savannah.
The second operates from atop Stone Mountain, serving the
Atlanta metro area. The complete Georgia D-star amateur radio

emergency communications network is expected to be in oper-
ation in early 2010.

The Georgia network will complement other D-Star based
emergency communications systems planned or in operation in
the neighboring states of Alabama, Florida and South Carolina.
Once all are in operation, it will create regional ham radio emer-
gency capability across the American Southeast.  This mone-
tary grant is only second in size to one of $250,000 given by the
governor of Oregon in 2007 to ham radio first responders for a
Winlink-based statewide amateur radio emergency communi-
cations network.  

Not long ago, I predicted D-Star would eventually replace
analog FM as the mode of choice for VHF and UHF daily chat-
ting on thousands of repeaters, as well as established networks
for rescue radio operations.  

As we enter 2010, I think that even those who remain totally
opposed to any form of change away from FM will have to agree
that the creation of this Georgia state-wide D-Star ham radio
emergency response network signifies acceptance of D-Star as
a formidable challenger to today's established analog opera-
tions.  If the surrounding states follow Georgia's lead by devel-
oping D-Star based rescue radio networks as the provided infor-

VHF/UHF

A Big Boost for D-Star
Georgia Hams Given $165,000 To Build 

D-Star Rescue Radio Network
Bill Pasternak, WA6ITF

Bill (left) with reporter Tony Valdez, KC6LXQ.  Tony is
the best “street reporter” in the business. Bill's proud 
to say that he got Tony interested in joining the hobby.
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mation suggests will happen, it will only
be a matter of time before the entire
nation— if not the entire continent—
adopts D-Star as its utility communica-
tions scheme of choice.  

This is not going to happen overnight.
Many hams see the price of D-Star equip-
ment far out of reach in today’s economy.
Others are afraid that with Icom currently
the only source of ready-to-go D-Star
gear, they might wind up holding the
proverbial bag if it fails to gain universal
worldwide acceptance as FM's replace-
ment.  Many others are satisfied with the
analog FM status quo and tend to oppose
any change for that reason alone. 

But please, once again permit me to
point out that almost everything that hap-
pens in ham radio is “evolutionary” rather
than “revolutionary.”  FM is a prime and
recent example.  In the early 1960s almost
all ham radio communications on 50
MHz, 144 MHz and above were using
AM and some Morse.  By the late 1960s
and early 1970s,  hams on AM wanted to
be where the “action” is taking place and
the “action” was moving away from AM
to FM.  Now in the 21st century, if the
important “action” is D-Star based, the
ham community of today and tomorrow
will eventually make the switch.  

D-Star Contacts To Japan 
Made Easier 

Ray Russell, M3ZRJ, in London has
contacted the Southgate News with an
interesting development for those using
the D-Star system to contact Japan.
During a QSO with Kohji Tanaka,
JA4NYY,  Russell was told that to con-
tact an individual Japanese radio amateur
by D-STAR, all one has to do is to enter
their callsign in the URCALL field of
your transceiver.  RPT1 and RPT2 will,
as usual, need to be set to access your
repeater's gateway, e.g. GB7AU^^B and
GB7AU^^G respectively, where ^ is a
space.  Your call should then be routed to
their last recorded location.  

Coining A New Term: 
Contact Facilitator

Just when you thought you might have
seen it all, along comes something new
or unexpected.  In this case, it is called
the Automatic Voice Relay System
(AVRS). Its proponents are calling it the
perfect marriage of APRS with any of the
VoIP amateur programs, such as IRLP,
EchoLink, eQSO, etc. 

Programs such as IRLP, EchoLink,
eQSO and the like are not “modes”
because none can originate or deliver a
message without the use of a true “mode”
to carry the information.  By contrast, a
simple carrier wave generated by the
most rudimentary transmitter becomes a
mode unto itself when that carrier wave
is turned on and off according to some
pre-determined convention that everyone
using it has the ability to understand.  In
the case of making and breaking a carri-
er wave, we use a “convention” called
Morse code.

Another word for a convention is
“protocol” which has become a buzz-
word in the world of digital communi-
cations to describe just about anything
capable of transferring information
from point A to point B.  However, all
of these protocols must rely on some
form of transfer vehicle to bridge the
path.  That might be pure RF, pure wire-
line or a combination of both.  But until
the day that IRLP, EchoLink, eQSO can
function without some form of inter-
connect, these are in reality protocols
that use wire-line over the Internet to per-
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mit radio gear to interact over great distances using VoIP tech-
nology.  

With this in mind, we welcome AVRS.  In my view,  AVRS
is best described as a “contact facilitator” that will allow any
APRS equipped mobile to establish a voice link to any other
APRS  station anywhere on the planet by simply knowing only
his callsign.  According to an article in a recent edition of the
Wireless Institute of Australia News credited to VK7AX, this
interlinking is accomplished using the global APRS, IRLP and
EchoLink systems with only the addition of a single AVRS
engine on the Internet.

According to the VK7AX article, the purpose of the AVRS
engine is to add to this process and make it  possible for the
mobile to initiate a call to anyone knowing only his/her callsign
or node number.   The AVRS engine interacts with the APRS
- Internet system and monitors the status of all IRLP and
EchoLink Nodes.  Being fully  aware of everything  needed for
end users to find each other, calls, locations, frequencies, PLs
and status, the AVRS engine passes the needed information and
messages to the users to help  establish the call.

In Australia, to assist with this program VK7AX says that
experimentation is under way in the North and Northwest of
VK7 with the three IRLP Nodes currently sending pertinent
position and status information to the internet.  He says this is
being done to facilitate the ultimate interconnections mentioned
above using AVRS.  

So, is AVRS a “mode,” a “protocol” or more likely a new cat-
egory that I call a “contact facilitator?”  You can judge for your-
self on-line at http://www.aprs.org/avrs.html.   

Call For Papers For The 2010 Southeastern
VHF Society Conference

While on the topic of exotic modes on the bands of 50 MHz
and above, a “Call for Papers” to be presented at the 14th Annual
Southeastern VHF Society Conference has gone out to the
worldwide ham radio community.  This year’s conference will
take place on April 23 and 24th at Morehead State University
in Morehead, Kentucky.

Papers and presentations are solicited on both the technical
and operational aspects of VHF, UHF and Microwave weak sig-
nal amateur radio.  Some suggested areas of interest include
transmitter, receiver or transverter design, antenna design, low
noise preamplification techniques.  On the operational side, top-
ics might include DXpeditions, Rovers, EME operation, use of
digital modes and exploring such items as Sporadic E propa-
gation, Meteor Scatter and Tropospheric Ducting.

In general, papers and presentations on non-weak signal relat-
ed topics are not accepted, but exceptions may be made if the
topic is related to weak signal. For example, a paper or presen-
tation on the use of APRS to track rovers during contests would
be considered.

The deadline for the submission of papers and presentations
is February 5, 2010. Please indicate when you submit your
paper or presentation if you plan to attend the conference and
present it there or if you are submitting just for publication.
Papers and presentations will be published in bound proceed-
ings by the ARRL. 

Send all questions, comments and submissions to the pro-
gram chair, Robin Midgett K4IDC via K4IDC@comcast.net.

For further information about the conference, please go to
http://www.svhfs.org on the World-Wide-Web.  

A Personal Note: I Have Retired From KTTV
In the late 1970s I was happily self-employed.  Thanks to the

late Rupe Goodspeed, WA6QLE , I had carved a niche busi-
ness converting documentary and industrial film makers away
from 16mm film and over to the emerging world of Electronic
Field Production.  This was the era of Sony-designed portable
3/4" U-Matic recorders and relatively heavyweight “portable”
cameras carrying such exotic names as RCA, Ikegami and JVC.
It was the dawning of the electronic video production age and
I was happy to be a part of it.

One afternoon in 1980, I received a call from Burt Hicks,
WB6MQV.  Burt had been working in maintenance at KTTV
Metromedia TV for a few years while still managing his ham
radio and CB supply store in Burbank.  Chatting with Burt, I
heard a voice in the background asking Burt if he knew anyone
with experience in repairing Sony U-Matic recorder/players.  

To make a long story short, from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m., five and
some times six days a week, I did nothing but repair and rebuild
Sony VO-2800s, 2850s, 2860s and three or four 1/2 inch open-
reel VTRs.  By the end of the third week, most non-function-
ing machines were repaired, but the boss asked me to stay on a
bit longer as he had not yet found a full-time replacement.  I
agreed to another 30-day stint.  This dragged into 60 days then
90 days and so on.  Soon, I was holding membership in the
National Association of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians. 

By the end of the first year, I was hooked but I was also still
working week to week.  A few months later, I was notified that
I had been elevated to a staff position.  Now, just shy of 30 years
from that phone conversation, I have departed from KTTV Fox
11 and the duopoly station KCOP My 13.  

In the three decades I worked there, I did almost every job one
can at a TV station, from fixing video recorders, to filling in as
a camera operator, audio mixer, remote location engineer to satel-
lite operations to—well you name it.  I think the most fun I had
was during the last decade as the unofficial ombudsman between
the Engineering and News departments.  My last major assign-
ment was as the ombudsman between the stations and the cable
TV distributors, the satellite suppliers and the public during the
switchover from analog to digital telecasting.  For about three
months, I had my own office, my own computer and a dedicat-
ed phone line that never seemed to stop ringing.  In addition, I
even got a few moments on-camera as an expert on “all things
electronic and radio communications” for news stories reported
by my friends Bill Smith, Hal Eisner, Phil Schuman and others.  

I feel honored to have had the opportunity to have worked
very closely with some of the best professional news people in
the business.  

Now it’s time for the next adventure of life.  I'm not sure what
it is yet, but by the time I sit down at this keyboard to write the
next edition of this column I should have all those proverbial
ducks in a row and I’ll let you in on just what that adventure
will be. After close to 50 years of nonstop work, it is time to
relax a bit—but not for too long.  There's still a lot for me to do
before I say a final 73 and I hope that’s decades away.  

How many people can look back and say that their career has
been both rewarding and a lot of fun?  That’s the way that I feel.  

As I write this, I also cannot help but think of the 1970's pop
song “Love Will Keep Us Together” written by fellow
Brooklynite Neil Sedaka that was later covered by The Captain
and Tennille.  Now, in 21st century, with almost everyone being
on-line, as I said at my retirement party:  “It’s not love that will
keep us together.  It’s Facebook®!”
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The Scandinavian Young Ladies’
Radio Association (SYLRA) has
113 members from 23 different

countries.  This past September they held
a meeting in Kolbotn, Norway, with an
open invitation for everyone to attend.
Fourteen different countries were repre-
sented.

We were invited to operate the special
call, LA6SYL, and in my case, could also
use LA/N0WBV. The club station,
LA3F, was also thoughtfully provided for
our use.  This was especially good new
for those not joining the group in Svalbard
after the meeting.  QSLs can be sent via
LA8FOA for both special callsigns.

We were also offered a tour of Fort
Oscarsborg and other historic Norwegian
sites.  And while the YLs were in their
meeting, the OMs who joined us toured a
fire station, and had a good time sliding
down the firemen’s pole, shooting the fire
hose and riding 26 meters up in the cher-

ry picker!  (I was quite jealous!)  And we
also had time on our own.  Local OMs
deserve kudos for all the help and trans-
portation they provided - it was much
appreciated.

The club has members from all over the
world, but is based on the Nordic coun-
tries.  At the meeting, each section gave
a report including Finland, Norway,
Iceland, Sweden and Denmark.  The new
officers were also announced.

Many of the sections provided net or
"ring" information for YLs.  Most are on
80 meters, with a few on 20 meters.  And
there are a few new YL contests debut-
ing, including a SYLRA contest, so look
for more details as they are received! 

That evening we had a wonderful din-
ner celebration.  The Vice Mayor of
Oppegrd met with us and made a nice wel-
come speech.  She is now the mayor.
After dinner we had a number of mem-
bers provide the entertainment including

YLs

The September
SYLRA Meeting  

Cheryl Muhr, NØWBV

A group shot of all the Yls attending the meeting.
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a belly-dancing lesson from Anna HenriksdÛttir, TF3VB, and
an Indian dance by Sarla Sharma, VU2SWS.  We threw stream-
ers at each other and enjoyed a fine raffle.  As always, the YLs
got to talking about the different YL groups they belong to, so
there were pictures for BYLARA (Great Britain), JLRS (Japan),
YLRL (USA), ALARA (Australia) and YL Club Radio 
Italiano (Italy). 

We were also reminded about the SYLRA webpage at
www.SYLRA.is, where you can find out more details about the
organization.  The next SYLRA meeting will be held in Finland
in August of 2011.

The group meeting with the mayor. 

Kay and Mia having fun with the streamers at dinner.

A belly dancing lesson from Anna, TF3VB. 
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MICHIGAN- Hazel Park Amateur Radio Club 44th Annual Hamfest - January
17, 8 AM - 12 Noon, Hazel Park High School, 23400 Hughes, Hazel Park. Talk-in
146.640 (100hz.pl) D.A.R.T. Repeater. For more info: email wd8s@comcast.net,
phone WD8S at 248-399-7970, website www.hparc.org

NEW YORK - Ham Radio University 2010 - Sunday, January 10, Briarcliffe
College, 1055 Stewart Ave., Bethpage, NY.  11th Annual - sponsored this year by
the Great South Bay Amateur Radio Club, it’s a cooperative effort of  over twenty
local clubs and organizations . Talk-in on W2VL 146.850 -600 136.5 PL. For more
info: Neil, KC2KY 631-737-0019, email kc2ky@arrl.net, website
www.HamRadioUniversity.org

OHIO - K8BF 5th Annual Freeze Your Acorns Off (FYAO) QRP Special Event
Station, Saturday, February 27, 1500 UTC - 2300 UTC. Fred Fuller Park, Kent, OH.
Portage County Amateur Radio Service (PCARS). General areas of 15, 20, 40 
and 80 meters both CW & SSB. Also Echolink through the KC8RKV echolink node.
Certificate available - SASE to: Al Atkins, KBVJL, 12433 Chamberlain Rd., 
Aurora, OH

PENNSYLVANIA - WACOM Special Event Station - February 1 through
February 8th, 1900Z-1900Z, Washington, PA. Washington Amateur communica-
tions, W3C, Washington County, Pennsylvania Sportsmen Show. 21.285 14.280
7.260. QSL, Ed Oelschlager, 60 Carl Ave., B2, Eighty Four, PA 15330. For more
info: wa3com@gmail.com or www.wacomarc.org

SOUTH CAROLINA - 37th Annual & Original Charleston Hamfest and
Computer Show  -   Saturday, February 2, 8AM - 3 PM, Exchange Park Fairground,
9850 Hwy 78, Ladson. Talk-in The WA4USN linked Repeater System - 146.790-
No-Tone Charleston, 145.250-Tone 123.0 Summerville and 147.045+ Tone 103.5
St. George. For more info: email wa4usn@amsat.org, phone Jenny, WA4NGV 843-
747-2324, website www.wa4usn.org

HAMFESTS

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

Have your hamfest/special event listed . . . click here!
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CONTEST: Straight Key Night
DATE & TIME:  0000-2359Z 1 Jan
BANDS/MODE:  80/40/20 CW
POINTS:  None
MULTIPLIERS:  None
EXCHANGE:  Conversation! Include “SKN” so others know you are 

participating.
ENTRY CATEGORIES:  Single op
ENTRIES: A list of stations worked to:  ARRL Straight Key Night  225

Main Street  Newington, CT 06111  or  
E-mail: StraightKey@arrl.org. Note: Be sure to vote for best fist heard!

CONTEST:  SARTG New Year's RTTY
DATE & TIME:  0800-1100Z 1 Jan
BANDS/MODE:  80/40M RTTY
POINTS:  1 Pt. per QSO
MULTIPLIERS:  DXCC Countries except JW, JX, LA, OH, OH0, OJ0, OX,

OY, OZ, SM, TF
EXCHANGE:  RST + Serial # + “Happy New Year” in your native language
ENTRY CATEGORIES:  Single op - All band; Multi op - All band
ENTRIES:  31 Jan  SARTG Contest Manager  Ewe Hakansson, SM7BHM

Pilspetsvagen 4  SE-291 66 Kristianstad, Sweden  
E-mail: contest@sartg.com
Rules at: http://www.sartg.com/contest/nyrules.htm
(No changes from 2009 rules)

CONTEST:  AGCW Happy New Year
DATE & TIME:  0900-1200Z 1 Jan
BANDS/MODE:  80/40/20M CW
POINTS:  1 Pt. per QSO per band
MULTIPLIERS: AGCW members
EXCHANGE:  RST + Serial #; AGCW members give member #
ENTRY CATEGORIES:  Single op - High (>150W); Low (<150W); QRP
ENTRIES:  31 Jan  Daniel Schirmer, DL5SE Am Teich 15, 25917 Stadum,

Germany Cabrillo (preferred) to: hnyc@agcw.de
Software available at: www.arcomm.de/afusoft.htm?numnews=
10&amp;programmenews=n_01&amp;programmedl=#z1
Rules at: www.agcw.org/en/?Contests:Happy_New_Year_Contest

CONTEST:  Original QRP
DATE & TIME:  1500Z 2 Jan - 1500Z 3 Jan
BANDS/MODE:  80/40/20M CW
POINTS:  1 Pt per QSO
MULTIPLIERS:  DXCC X 2; + IT9
EXCHANGE: RS(T) + Serial # + Entry category
ENTRY CATEGORIES:  Single op only! VLP = <1W out; QRP = <5W;

MRP = <20W
ENTRIES:  31 Jan  Cabrillo (preferred) to: oqrpc@qrpcc.de Lutz Gutheil,

DL1RNN, Bergstrasse 17, D-38446 Wolfsburg, Gernany  
Rules at: www.qrpcc.de/contestrules/oqrpr.html

CONTEST:  ARRL RTTY Roundup
DATE & TIME:  1800Z 2 Jan - 2359Z 3 Jan
BANDS/MODE:  80-10M RTTY, ASCII, AMTOR, PSK31, Attended Packet
POINTS:  1 Pt. per QSO
MULTIPLIERS:  States/Provinces/DXCC (Hawaii and Alaska count as DX)

once per band
EXCHANGE:  RST + State/Province; DX gives RST + Serial #
ENTRY CATEGORIES:  Single op - Low; Single op - High; Multi op -

Low; Multi op - High
ENTRIES:  2 Feb 2010  RTTY Roundup  225 Main St., Newington, CT

06111  Cabrillo format (preferred) to: rttyru@arrl.org
Rules at: www.arrl.org/contests/rules/2010/rtty.html

CONTEST:  Kid's Day
DATE & TIME:  1800-2359Z 3 Jan
BANDS/MODE:  All bands 80-10M SSB (Not on 30M band) + 2M repeaters
POINTS:  None
MULTIPLIERS:  None
EXCHANGE:  Name + Age + QTH + favorite color
ENTRY CATEGORIES:  Single ops encouraged to bring in a group of kids

and have fun!
ENTRIES:  Certificates are available for 9 X 12 SASE to:  Boring ARC

P.O. Box 1357  Boring, OR 97009  
Information at: http://lists.contesting.com/mailman/listinfo/kids
Rules at: www.arrl.org/FandES/ead/kd-rules.html
Survey at: www.arrl.org/FandES/ead/kids-day-survey.html

CONTEST:  North American QSO Party
DATE & TIME:  1800Z 9 Jan - 0600Z 10 Jan
BANDS/MODE:  160-10M CW
POINTS:  1 Pt. per QSO
MULTIPLIERS:  State/Provinces/Territories/NA Countries
EXCHANGE:  Name + State/Province/Territory/NA Country; non-NA sta's

give name only
ENTRY CATEGORIES:  Single op; Multi op, 2 XMTRS
ENTRIES:  14 Days  Bruce Horn, WA7BNM  4225 Farmdale Ave., Studio

City, CA 91604  Cabrillo (preferred): www.ncjweb.com/naqplogsubm-
it.php E-mail: cwnaqp@ncjweb.com Rules at:
www.ncjweb.com/naqprules.pdf

CONTEST:  Hunting Lions In The Air
DATE & TIME:  0000Z 9 Jan – 2359Z 10 Jan
BANDS/MODE:  160-10M All modes
POINTS: 1 Pt. QSO with Lions Club member (Class 1); 5 Pts. other coun-

tries; 25 Pts. QSO with VU2LCI;  
MULTIPLIERS:  Lions Clubs worked
EXCHANGE:  RS(T) + Serial # (If operation on behalf of a Lions, Leo or

Lioness Club give Club Name, Number and District Number)
ENTRY CATEGORIES:  Single Op, Multi-Op (single XMTR only); Class 1

= Lions Club members; Class 2 = Operation on behalf of a Lions,
Lioness or Leo Club; 

ENTRIES:   28 Feb HLITA Contest Committee, Lions Club of Bangalore
North, c/o Lion Ajoy, VU2JHM, 9/1 Kshitija, Opp Geentanjali, 5-Cross,
Malleswaram, Bangalore-5600003, India. E-mail submissions to:
lions@vsnl.net Rules at: http://lionshuntingintheair.lionwap.org/

CONTEST:  LZ Open Contest
DATE & TIME:  0000-0600Z 16 Jan
BANDS/MODE:  80 & 40M CW
POINTS:  1 Pt per QSO
MULTIPLIERS:  None
EXCHANGE:  Serial # + Serial Nr of the last correspondent's QSO
ENTRY CATEGORIES:  Single Op, Multi-Op, QRP 
ENTRIES: 10 Days  Online submission only, Cabrillo (preferred):

lz1gl@yahoo.com Rules at: http://www.lzopen.com/

CONTEST:  Run for the Bacon
DATE & TIME:  0100-0300Z 20 Jan
BANDS/MODE:  80-10M CW
POINTS:  1 Pt. non-member QSO; 3 Pts. FP member; 5 Pts. FP member 

different continent
MULTIPLIERS:  States/Provinces/Countries
EXCHANGE:  RST + State/Province/Country + FP #; (non-members give

power)
ENTRY CATEGORIES:  Single band; All band
ENTRIES:  Online only! Form at: www.fpqrp.com/autolog.php

Rules at: www.fpqrp.com

CONTEST:  North American QSO Party
DATE & TIME:  1800Z 16 Jan - 0600Z 17 Jan 
BANDS/MODE:  160-10M SSB
POINTS:  1 Pt. per QSO
MULTIPLIERS:  State/Provinces/Territories/NA Countries
EXCHANGE:  Name + State/Province/Territory/NA Country; non-NA sta's

give name only
ENTRY CATEGORIES:   Single op; Multi op, 2 XMTRS
ENTRIES:  14 Days  Bruce Horn, WA7BNM  4225 Farmdale Ave., Studio

City, CA 91604  Cabrillo (preferred): www.ncjweb.com/
naqplogsubmit.php E-mail: ssbnaqp@ncjweb.com
Rules at: www.ncjweb.com/naqprules.pdf

CONTEST:  CQ 160M
DATE & TIME:  0000Z 26 Jan - 2359Z 27 Jan
BANDS/MODE:  160M CW
POINTS:  2 Pts. own country; 5 Pts. different country, same continent; 10

Pts. other continents; 5 Pts. Maritime Mobile QSO's
MULTIPLIERS:  48 States + DC/CA Provinces/KH6/KL7/DXCC
EXCHANGE:  RST + State/Province/Country
ENTRY CATEGORIES:  Single op - High (>150W); Low (<150W); QRP;

Multi op
ENTRIES: 28 Feb  CQ 160M Contest  25 Newbridge Rd., Hicksville, NY

11801  E-mail: (Cabrillo)  160cw@kkn.net

CONTEST CORNER

Click here for information on listing your contest in the next
issue of WRO!
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Fresno Amateur Radio Club - Meets 2nd
Friday/monthly, 7 PM at Cedar Lanes bowling
alley, Cedar and Shields in Fresno. Net
Sunday at 7 PM on W6TO/R, 146.94 (-) PL
141.3hz. Tech net Wed 7 PM on W6TO/R
www.W6TO.com; W6TO@ARRL.net.
Contact Ken, WA6OIB @559-323-6753

12/10

El Dorado County Amateur Radio Club,
Meets 4th Thursday/monthly, 7:15 p.m.,
Federated Church, Thompson Way,
Placerville, CA. Net 8p.m. Tuesday 147.825-
PL82.5Hz, POB 451, Placerville, CA 95667,
www.edcarc.net. 3/10

Southern Sierra ARS meets 2nd Thurs./
monthly, 7 p.m., except Jul., 600 Dennison Rd.,
Tehachapi, CA 93561 (The club house at
Mountain Aire Estates). Info: N6MLD, 661/203-
7005, 224.42(–) PL 156.7. APRS 144.390(S).
ARES nets 7 p.m. 147.51(S) Mon.            1/10

Victor Valley ARC. P.O. Box 869, Victor -
ville, CA 92392. Meets 2nd Tue./monthly, 7
p.m., Lewis Ctr, 17500 Mana Rd., Apple
Valley, CA. Talk-in 146.94(–), PL 91.5. Net
Sun. 7 p.m. 146.94(–), www.vvarc.org 01/10

Denver Radio Club (DRC) meets 3rd Wed,
7:30 p.m., St. Joseph Episcopal Church,
11202 West Jewell, Lakewood, CO.
Learning/Tech sessions  6:30 p.m. Oldest
club in Colorado  (1917). Net Sun 8:30 p.m.
145.490 rptr.; w0tx@arrl.net; www.w0tx.org

4/10

Honolulu ARC meeting 0900 for breakfast
in Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Sep and Nov at the
Sizzler Restaurant at Pearl Ridge. Contact
John, K1ER, 808/484-9748.                   4/10

North Shore RC, www.ns9rc.org., is one of
Chicago’s largest and most active radio
clubs.Monthly meetings feature a wide variety
of topies relating to amateur radio and are nor-
mally held on the second Tuesday of each
month at 7:30 PM, the Heller Nature Center,
2821 Ridge Rd., Highland Park, IL. Regular
weekly net is held on Thursday night at 8:00
PM on the 147.345+ (107.2) and 442.725+
(114.8) repeaters. The ARRL Newsletter,
Newsline and RAIN Report and items of local
interest are featured. Club’s other repeaters
include: 224.32- (110.9), D-Star 442.09375+
and 1292.20- voice and 1242.20 data. Club
also provides licensing classes, exams and
help to new hams.                                  11/10

Framingham Amateur Radio Association
meets 1st Thurs., 7:30 p.m., Sept-June in the
basement of the Danforth Museum,
Framingham, MA. Contact Gordy, K1GB,
781/891-5572; k1gb@arrl.net 01/10

Orleans County ARC, (OCARC). Meets at
the Orleans County EMO 14064 W. County
House Rd., Albion, NY 14411, 2nd
Mon./monthly 7:30 p.m. Contact: Marion
Toussaint, KA2BCE, 585/798-0861.        1/10

CALIFORNIA

Visit Your Local RADIO CLUB
MASSACHUSETTS

COLORADO

NEW YORK

HAWAII

ILLINOIS
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Click here for information on 
having your club listed here!

Antenna Topics
by Pat Hawker, G3VA
2002 Ed. 384 pages. 
A chronological collection of 
selections of G3VA’s words 
over the years. Hundreds of 
areas and subjects are covered.

Order: RSSAT

CQ Communications Inc.
25 Newbridge Rd., Hicksville, NY 11801

516-681-2922; Fax 516-681-2926; Order Toll-Free 800-853-9797

$33.00 

HF Antenna
Collection
2nd Ed., 2002. 252 pages.  

A collection of outstanding
articles and short pieces which
were published in Radio
Communication magazine.
Includes single- and multi-

element, horizontal and vertical antennas,
extremely small transceiving and receiving
antennas, feeders, tuners and more!

Order: RSHFAC
$33.00 

Packet Radio Primer
By Dave Coomber, G8UYZ 
& Martin Croft, G8NZU
2nd Ed., 1995, 266 pages

Detailed practical advise for 
beginners. Completely revised
and greatly expanded to cover
developments in this field and
beyond bare basics into
advanced areas such as 
satellite operations.

Order: RSPRP

HF Amateur Radio
By Ian Poole, G3YWZ
2007 Ed.
HF or short wave bands are
one of the most interesting
areas of amateur radio. Fully
revised and expanded 2nd 
edition discusses setting up an

efficient station, equipment to choose, 
installation, and the best antenna and more. 

Order: RSHFAR
$16.00 

VHF/UHF Handbook
Edited by Andy Barter, G8ATD

2nd Ed., 320 pages.
Guides you through the theory
and practice of VHF/UHF 
operating and transmission lines.
Includes info on getting started,
antennas, constructing your own
equipment, satellite ops, local 
nets and specialized modes.   

Order: RXVUH
$29.50 

Practical Wire
Antennas 2
By Ian Poole, G3YWX
2005, 176 pages.
Significantly expanded and
fully revised includes designs
for a wide range of practical
antennas.Complete and easy    
to understand designs

Order: RSPWA2 $23.50 

$23.00 

Shipping and Handling: US and Possessions  $7.00 for the first book, $3.50 for second, and $2 for each additional book.

FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $100.00 (merchandise only). 

Foreign - Shipping will be calculated by order weight and destination and added to your credit card charge.

RSGB Books from
View more RSGB Bookson our web sitewww.cq-amateur-radio.com

Low Power
Scrapbook
2001, 320 pages. 
Dozens of simple transmitter
and receiver projects for the HF
bands and 6m, including the
tiny Oner transmitter and the
White Rose Receiver.  

Order: RSLPS
$18.00 

Guide to VHF/UHF
Amateur Radio
By Ian Poole, G3YWX 

2000 Edition112 pages
Everything you will need to
help you enjoy VHF/UHF to

the fullest. Choosing the right transmitter,
receiver, antenna, utilizing the correct part
of each band and more!

Order No. RSGVUAR
$16.00 

HF Antennas for All Locations
By Les Moxon, G6XN
2nd Edition, 322 pages 
Design and construction
of 
hundreds of amateur
antennas. No matter what
your location, there’s one

for you! $33.50 

http://www.cq-amateur-radio.com
http://www.cq-amateur-radio.com/wr_vylrc.html
mailto:k1gb@arrl.net
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http://www.edcarc.net
mailto:W6TO@ARRL.net
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VE EXAMS

As a service to our readers, WorldRadio Online presents a feature listing of those VE exams, times and locations which are sent
to us. Please remember that our deadline for publication is two months in advance. For example, if your group is scheduling an
exam for December, please have the information to us by October 1st. World Radio Online, VE Exams, 25 Newbridge Road,
Hicksville, NY 11801. List the location (city and state), any information examinees should have (advance registration, etc.) and
the name of the person to contact for further information. Examinees should bring their original license (along with a photo
copy), two forms of identification (at least one should be a photo), and required fee.

p/r pref. = pre-register preferred but w/i OK w/i  = walk-in only
p/r = pre-registration only-no w/i w/i pref.  = w/i preferred to p/r

Add your local VE Exam information to this FREE monthly listing! 

Click here for posting information.
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CITY DATE CONTACT NOTES

ARIZONA
Mesa 3rd Mon Steve KY7W,

480-804-1469, kj7wk@cox.net w/i
Phoenix 4th Sat Gary Hamman, 602-996-8148, K7GH@arrl.net

ARKANSAS
Harrison 2nd Sat Bob, AJ5C, 870-365-3871, aj5c@cox.net
Cabot 3rd Sun Daryl Stout, AE5WX, 501-227-9183, ae5wx@arrl.net

CALIFORNIA
Highland 1/16 Ed , WU6I, 909-864-0155, wu6i@arrl.net           p/rw/I ok
LaVerne Last Sat Frank, K6FW, 909-628-8661, k6fw@arrl.net p/r
Long Beach 3rd Sat Louise, N6ELK, 562-429-1355 p/r
Manteca/Tracy 4th Sat David, N5FDL, 209-835-6893, 

n5dfl@arrl.net p/r
Redwood City Call Al, WB6IMX@arrl.net, www.amateur-radio.org w/i
Sacramento Hotline! 916-492-6115, n6na@arrl.org
Santa Rosa Hotline! Hotline-Recording 707-579-9608 w/i ok
Sebastopol Hotline! Recording 707-579-9608
Sunnyvale Visit Site Gordon, W6NW, Sv@amateur-radio.org, 

www.amateur-radio.org w/i

FLORIDA
Longwood 4th Sat James, N4ZKT, 407-333-4245, N4zkt@bellsouth.net
Melbourne 1st Sat John, AA8IS@earthlink.net, 321-412-2779 w/i ok
North Port Call Bill Norris, KC7TSG, 941-426-0214 w/ipref.
St. Pete Call Mark, NP3R, 727-528-0071 w/i pref.

HAWAII
Oahu Call Lee, KH6BZF, 808-247-0587 p/r

IOWA
Benton Cty 1/28 Kenneth, N0EGV, 319-223-5739, 

n0egv@southslope.net w/i ok

ILLINOIS
Bolingbrook 3rd Sat Dale, W9KHX, 815-723-3332 w/i ok
Burr Ridge Any Day Argonne ARC, W9DS, 630-986-0061 p/r
Lake in the Hills 4th Sat Jeffrey Dubin, N9MXT, 847-815-9407
Roselle 2nd Tues Sam, W9SFB, 630-894-0708, w9sfb@aol.com p/r

INDIANA
South Bend 3rd Mon Alan, NY9A, 574-232-6883 p/r

MICHIGAN
Garden City Call Ken Wardell, AB8ZD, 

734-421-7730, gsnapshot@att.net w/i ok

MINNESOTA
Apple Valley 2nd Thur Jim, N0OA, 612-384-7709, N0OA@arrl.net p/r pref.

MISSISSIPPI
Harrison Cty 1st Sat Don, W5DJW, 228-868-5670, w/i ok

donw5djw@bellsouth.net

NEVADA
Stagecoach 2nd Sat Jack Ruckman, AC6FU, 775-577-2637, 

ac6fu@arrl.net

CITY DATE CONTACT NOTES

NEW JERSEY
Bellmawr 3rd Thurs Diane, N2LCQ, 609-227-6281 p/r
Roselle 4th Sat Gerry, AA2ZJ, 732-283-2795, aa2zj@arrl.net

NEW YORK
Bethpage 2nd Tues Bob, 631-499-2214, w2ilp@optonline.net p/r
Canandaigua 1st Wed Squaw Island ARC, David A. Foster,

585-398-0216, D1161F@aol.com w/i
Canandaigua 1st Wed David Foster, 585-398-0216, www.siarc.us w/i
Yonkers Call Paul, AC2T, 914-237-5589, w2yrc@hotmail.com,

www.yarc.org w/i ok

OHIO
Cincinnati 1st Sat Dale, KC8HJL, 513-769-0789 p/r pref
Sandusky Call Luther, N8HC, 419-684-7864, n8hc@arrl.net p/r

OREGON
Astoria Call AA7OA, 503-338-3333 p/r
Bend Weds Joe, K7SQ, 541-385-3152 p/r
Lincoln City 1st Sat Carl, w7i@arrl.net, 503-965-7575 w/i ok
McMinnville Call Mark, AC7ZQ, 503-843-3580 w/i only
Sisters Call Dave, N7TYO, 541-549-7831 p/r
Tigard Call John, KS0F, 503-626-7399 p/r

PENNSYLVANIA
Erie 3rd Sat Ron, KB3QBB, 814-833-6829,

kb3qbb@arrl.com, www.wattsburg-wireless.us p/r
Pittsburgh 1/9 Bob, N3LWP, 412-366-0488, 

n3lwp@verizon.net w/i ok

PUERTO RICO
San Juan Last Sat Hotline: 787-789-4998, prarl@prarl.org w/i

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston 3rd Wed Robert Johnson, ae4rj@amsat.org; 

www.qsl.net/wa4usn/ w/i
Charleston 2nd Sat Riley Stone, 843-832-9105, k4hyy@sc.rr.com w/i

VIRGINIA
Alexandria 2nd Sat John, WZ4A, 703-971-3905, wz4a@arrl.net w/i
Stafford Sat Bart, N3GQ, 540-373-4506, n3gq@arrl.net,

www.qsl.net/semcomm p/r

WASHINGTON
Tacoma 2nd Tues Radio Club of Tacoma, 253-759-2040,

www.w7dk.org
Vancouver Hotline! CCARC, 360-896-8909 p/r
Vancouver Call Vancouver ARC-Clark County, 360-892-5580

C. Wayne Schuler, AI9Q ai9q@arrl.net w/i ok

WEST VIRGINIA
Parkersburg 2nd Mon Dana Pickens, WV8G, 304-422-6101 w/i, p/r

WISCONSIN
Racine 1st Sat Robert, W0WLN, 262-886-8551 w/i pref.
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The Complete DXer
Third Edition

The joy of the chase, the agony of
defeat, the thrill of victory are the
stuff of The Complete DXer, a book
that is almost as seductive as the
DX chase it describes. It excites, 
it entertains, it teaches!

Order: COMPDXer
$19.95 

2010 World Radio TV Handbook
Up-to-date information on medium-
wave, shortwave, and FM broadcasts
and broadcasters. Includes articles of 
interest to both listeners and DXers,
reviews of the latest equipment, maps
with SW transmitter sites and much,
much more!

Order No. WRTH $35.00

CCQQ CCoommmmuunniiccaattiioonnss,,  IInncc..,,  2255  NNeewwbbrriiddggee  RRdd..,,  HHiicckkssvviillllee,,  NNYY 1111880011
CCaallll  11--880000--885533--99779977  --  FFAAXX  yyoouurr  oorrddeerr  ttoo  551166--668811--22992266  --  wwwwww..ccqq--aammaatteeuurr--rraaddiioo..ccoomm

*Shipping & Handling: U.S. & Possessions-add $7 for the first item, $3.50 for the second and $2 for each additional item.
FREE shipping on orders over $100.  

All Foreign Shipping & Handling - calculated by order weight and destination and added to your credit card charge.

Heathkit - A Guide to
the AR Products 
by Chuck Penson, WA7ZZE

This greatly expanded Second
Edition is a must for collectors and
Ham history buffs! Pick up this 
328-page volume and you won’t 
be able to put it down!

Order No. HEATHKIT $29.95

The Short Vertical
Antenna & Ground Radial
by Jerry Sevick, W2FMI

Small but solid guide walks you 
through the design and installation of
inexpensive, yet effective short HF 
vertical antennas. If antenna restrictions are a 
problem? This book could keep you on the air!

Order No. SVERT  

The NEW Shortwave
Propagation Handbook
by W3ASK, N4XX & K6GKU

A comprehensive source of HF 
propagation principles, sunspots
ionospheric predictions, with 
photos, charts and tables galore!

Order No. SWP $19.95

MIL SPEC Radio Gear
Korean War To Present Day
by Mark Francis, KIØPF

Detailed write-ups for many 
familiar sets: PRC-25/-77, RT-68,
PRC-1099, GRC-106, GRR-5, 
R-392 and more Over 230 pages
of operation, modification, and

maintenance tips and information, including 
200+ illustrations.

$27.95Order No.MILSPEC 

Ham Radio Magazine on CD 
Brought to you by CQ & ARRL
Enjoy quick and easy access 
to every issue of this popular 
magazine, broken down 
by years!

Three sets, each containing 4 CDs -

1968-1976 Order No. HRCD1 $59.95
1977-1983 Order No. HRCD2 $59.95
1984-1990 Order No. HRCD3 $59.95
Buy All 3 Sets and Save $29.90!

Order No. HRCD Set $149.95

W6SAI HF Antenna
Handbook
by Bill Orr, W6SAI

Inexpensive, practical antenna 
projects that work! Guides you
through the building of wire,

loop,Yagi & vertical antennas. 

Order No. W6SAI  $19.95

$10.00

CQ Ham Radio Welcome Pak
Includes 3 programs:
Ham Radio Horizons
Getting Started in Ham Radio
Getting Started in VHF

Order # DVDHR

CQ VHF Specialty Pak
Includes 3 programs:
Getting Started in Satellites
Getting Started in VHF
Getting Started in Packet

Order # DVDVHF

CQ HF Specialty Pak
Includes 2 programs:
Getting Started in DXing
Getting Started in Contesting

Order # DVDHF

1 Pak for $24.95; 2 Paks for $45.95; 
3 Paks for $65.95

Buy any combination and save!

“Getting Started” DVD Paks
Our renowned Getting Started videos 
have been grouped together on DVDs!

1 - $24.952 - $45.953 - $65.95

Sloper Antennas
Juergen A. Weigl, OE5CWL
Shows which basic concepts have
to be considered for sloper 
antennas for low bands. All the 
info needed for successful home
building of these antennas!

Order No. SLOPER $24.95 $19.95 

McCoy on Antennas
by Lew McCoy, W1ICP

Unlike many technical  publications,
Lew presents his invaluable 
antenna information in a casual,
non-intimidating way for anyone! 

Order No.MCCOY

$17.95

The Vertical Antenna
Handbook

by Paul Lee, N6PL
Learn basic theory and practice 
of the vertical antenna. Discover 
easy-to-build construction projects.

Order No. VAH 

Understanding, Building & Using
Baluns & Ununs
by Jerry Sevick, W2FMI
The successor to the popular and
authoritative Baluns and Ununs.
Great deal of new tutorial material,
and designs not in previous book,
with crystal clear explanations of
how and why they work.

Order No. 2BU $19.95

The Quad Antenna

by Bob Haviland, W4MB

A comprehensive guide to the
construction, design and 
performance of Quad Antennas.

Order No. QUAD   $19.95

33 Simple Weekend Projects
by Dave Ingram, K4TWJ

Do-it-yourself electronics projects 
from the most basic to the fairly 
sophisticated.  You’ll find: station 
accessories for VHF FMing, working
OSCAR satellites, fun on HF, trying
CW, building simple antennas, even a
complete working HF station you can

build for $100. Includes practical tips and techniques
on how to create your own electronic projects.

Order No. 33PROJ $17.95

CQ books, cds, & dvds! BBBBaaaacccckkkk    bbbbyyyy    PPPPooooppppuuuullllaaaarrrr     DDDDeeeemmmmaaaannnndddd!!!!SSSSoooommmmeeee    ooooffff     CCCCQQQQ ’’’’ssss    ffffaaaavvvvoooorrrr iiii tttteeee    bbbbooooooookkkkssss....

VHF Propagation
A Guide For Radio Amateurs
by Ken Neubeck, WB2AMU &
Gordon West, WB6NOA

A comprehensive source-book
on VHF propagation by two  
great authors! Here’s a sampling
of what you’ll find inside:
• Tropo Ducting  • Aurora
• Meteor Scatter   • TEP
• Sporadic-E   • Combo Modes

Order VHFProp $15.95

NOW
$25.00
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CUSTOM HAM MAPS BY N1XFS!

Customized azimuthal equidistant projection
maps with beam headings and distances
based on your QTH. Adds the special “wow”
factor to your shack. Makes a great gift. Go
to: CustomHamMaps.com 0210

FOR SALE: REPEATERS, HARDLINE,

GOOD STUFF. See our website: www.
GNARC.org. Greater Norwalk Amateur
Radio Club 109-210

WANTED: OLD QSL CARD COLLEC-

TIONS Collector looking for U.S. and DX
cards for historical projects. W2VRK, 9 Laird
Terrace, Somerset, NJ 08873, e-mail:
tpllrs@comcast.net. 0109-0110

BEAM HEADINGS from your QTH to over
400 USA & Worldwide locations $25.00. 
ENGINEERING SYSTEMS INC., P.O. Box
1934 Middleburg, VA 20118-1934;
w4het@aol.com. xxx

CERTIFICATE FOR PROVEN TWO-WAY

RADIO CONTACTS with amateurs in all 10
USA call areas. Award suitable to frame 
and proven achievements added on 
request. Send SASE to W6LS, 45527 3rd St.
East, Lancaster, CA 93535-1802 to get data
sheet. F00

WANTED FOR MUSEUM: PRE-1980

MICRO-COMPUTERS, also early-micro-
computer journals, newsletters and advertis-
ing literature. KK4WW, P.O. Box 179, Floyd,
VA 24091; 540/763-2321, 540/745-2322.

F00X

FOR SALE: CQ/HAM RADIO/QST/73 mag-
azines and binders. SASE brings data sheet.
W6DDB, 45527 Third Street East, Lancaster,
CA 93535-1802. F00

List your item here!

Click here for information!
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Online MART
• Buy • Trade • Sell •

Advertise in the next issue of WorldRadio Online!
Click here for deadlines and contact info.

2010/11
calendar

CQ Amateur Radio Operators Calendar

This year’s calendar is 

better than ever! 

You’ll find 15 spectacular

color images of some of the

biggest, most photogenic

shacks, antennas, scenics

and personalities from

across the country.  

15 month calendar 
January 2010—March 2011

NNooww oonn

SSAALLEE!!

Still only $10.95   plus $2 S&H
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A
reader wants to build a Beverage
antenna. "Living in the suburbs I
will be limited, so I intend to pur-

chase 500 feet of electrician’s wire from
Home Depot and run it around the eaves
of the house, then on top of the fence line
and around as far as I can go."

Krusty Olde Kurt can tell you that that
will not work. A Beverage antenna has
to be all in a straight line pointed in the
direction from which you want to hear.
To see why this is so, let's look at a draw-
ing of a Beverage and see just how it
works. Note that we put just one wire
above ground but, with the ground, we
have a two-wire transmission line. Kurt
has drawn a second wire along the
ground to make this clear. But there is no
second wire – just the lossy ground to
serve as the second wire.

The receiver is at one end of the anten-
na. At the other end is a terminating resis-
tor. The antenna is pointed toward the
desired signal. This signal passes from
the terminated end going towards the
receiver end.  As soon as it passes the
resistor, it starts to induce a signal volt-
age in the wire. This is an RF signal and
it follows the RF wave as it travels past
the wire. As additional signal voltage is
induced onto the wire, it adds to the sig-
nal voltage already there because, since
the signal voltage follows right along
with the RF wave, it is in phase with the
RF wave at all times. By the time the
wavefront reaches the receiver end of the
wire, the signal voltage has increased
significantly.

Signals from the opposite direction also
induce a voltage in the antenna but they
dissipate in the terminating resistor. So,
the antenna is unidirectional.  

Waves coming from the sides induce
very little useful signal voltages so the
antenna pattern is mostly one big lobe
toward the desired direction. It is useful
about 45 degrees each side of the direc-
tion the antenna points. 

Although it is a good receiving anten-
na, it is very lossy and so it can't be used
for transmitting. The best directivity in a

Beverage is at low heights, about two feet
above ground. Signal strength gets a lot
better at increased height above ground
up to about 10 feet above ground. The
Beverage should be at least one wave-
length long. This means over 500 feet
long on 160 meters; 250 feet on 80 meters.

Bent Around
Kurt stated that the Beverage has to be

in a straight line. Let's see why that is so.
In the drawing below, we have a straight-
line section at A. Then we've run the wire
around the eaves of the house in sections
B, C, and D. Then we have one more
straight section E.(See Figure 2.)

When the wave starts to pass section A,
it induces an RF voltage into the wire. The
wave is traveling from right to left, so as
soon as it passes A, it starts to induce volt-
age in section C. However, the signal
voltage in A has to pass through B before
it gets to C. This takes time, so when it

gets to C, it is no longer in phase with the
RF wave.   So it does not add to the C volt-
age as we would like. Not only that but it
is attenuated as it passes through B.
Remember, this is a lossy antenna. In
addition, it picks up signals and noise that
arrive from the directions B points. This
is all bad. 

We have the same sad situation when
the signal voltage passes though section
D. As the wave passes E we pick up some
signal voltage but the overall signal the
receiver sees is a lot less than we would
have if he wire were in a straight line. And
it has picked up noise and signals from
other directions due to B and D. So, do
not do it this way; it is not a Beverage
antenna.

Multi-Dipole Antenna
As Kurt was looking around the

Internet, he found an interesting antenna
on eham.net designed by N4JTE. This is

AERIALS

Beverage Antenna
Kurt N. Sterba

Figure 1.

Figure 2.
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a 6-band antenna using 5-conductor 18-
gauge Atlas ribbon cable. The basic idea
goes back many years. Several dipoles,
each cut for a different band, are paral-
leled at the feedpoint. The principle is that
if you are transmitting on one of the bands
the dipole cut for that band will take the
power. The other dipoles will look like
high impedances and will not affect the
operation.

Usually the dipoles are separated by
several inches to reduce any interaction.
Two band antennas have been built using
twin-lead, but this one has six bands with
very close-spaced dipoles. There are five
dipoles with the 40-meter dipole serving
for15 meters on its third harmonic. He
pulled the ends of the dipoles out a few
inches and let them dangle; this avoids
arcing from the high-voltage ends.

N4JTE spent 6-hours adjusting the
dipole lengths to get resonances where
he wanted them. The problem is that
changing the resonant frequency of a
lower frequency dipole changes the res-
onant frequency of the higher frequency
dipoles. Therefore, you want to start with
the lowest frequency dipole. Then work
your way up in frequency adjusting the
rest of them. 

The attractive feature of this antenna
is that you do not need a tuner. Other
multi-band antennas such as the off-cen-
ter-fed dipoles get resonant impedances
low enough for old-time transmitters but
not low enough for today's 50-ohm trans-
ceivers. So, you have to use a tuner 
with them. 

Naysayers in the comment column call
this 6-bander a "compromise" antenna.
Piffle! What compromise? It is just as
efficient as a single dipole. Close to 100%
of power radiated. For those who like to
work all bands and switch between them
quickly, Kurt thinks it is a winner.

Nancy WZ8C’s note: Kurt finished

2009 with only one error. On page 49,

near the bottom of the left column of his

October column titled Antenna Tuning,

item one should read ".... to cancel the

150 ohms inductive reactance."  The col-

umn had "50 ohms." However, since I’m

the editor I should have caught the typo.

So technically, The Krusty One  had

another flawless year!

Thanks to Leon Perrett, K4GCR, for

being the first to point out the mistake.
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Morse Telegraph Club
Landline Morse is alive and well!
“Dots and Dashes” Newsletter  � The Ace Holman

National Telegraph Office & Hub  � Internet Telegraphy  �
Railroad Telegraphy  � Morse Telegraph Demonstrations

Learn more about the history of the telegraph or simply enjoy using 
American Morse code and authentic telegraph equipment.

Info: www.morsetelegraphclub.org
<http://www.morsetelegraphclub.org/>

Listening is only half the fun...Listening is only half the fun...
POPULAR
COMMUNICATIONS
is the other half!

You’ll find features on scanner monitoring of police, fire, utility, and aircraft 

communications; international shortwave listening; CB radio; amateur radio; FRS;

GMRS; monitoring radio digital communications includingCW, RTTY, SITOR, etc;

AM/FM commercial broadcasting; weather and communications satellites;

telephone equipment and accessories; radio nostalgia; alternative radio; clan-

destine radio; military radio and much more.

Popular Communications
25 Newbridge Road, Hicksville, NY11801
Phone: 516-681-2922; Fax 516-681-2926

Visit our web site: www.popular-communications.com

USA
1 Yr � 32.95
2 Yrs � 58.95
3 Yrs � 85.95

Canada/Mexico
1 Yr � 42.95
2 Yrs � 78.95
3 Yrs � 115.95

Foreign
1 Yr � 52.95
2 Yrs � 98.95
3 Yrs � 145.95

The World's most authoritative monthly
magazine for Shortwave Listening and

Scanner Monitoring.
Read by more active listeners world-wide. 

Subscribe todayand SAVE over 58% offthe newsstand price  

http://www.popular-communications.com
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